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FISTS was founded in 1987 by the late George “Geo” Longden, G3ZQS

Club Goals
 Further the use of CW
 Encourage newcomers to use Morse code
 Engender friendships among members
Website: www.fists.co.uk

“Accuracy transcends speed,
courtesy at all times.”
“When you’ve worked a FISTS,
you’ve worked a friend.”
Email: keynote@fists.co.uk

Centre of Activity Frequencies: 1.818, 3.558, 7.028, 10.118/128, 14.058, 18.085, 21.058,
24.908, 28.058, 50.058 from August 2014, 70.158, and 144.058.

Mr J Melvin
2 Salters Court, Gosforth
Newcastle upon Tyne
NE3 5BH

Web: www.g3liv.co.uk
Email: johnny.g3liv@gmail.com
Tel: 0191 2843028

CableTidy for Vibroplex keys

This is a series of 4 PC Boards and
cables to greatly simplify and tidy
up the cable connections of the
shown VIBROPLEX keys.
The cables are 1 metre long and are
terminated in a standard metal 6.4
mm stereo plug as found on most
rigs. A 3.5 mm stereo plug cable
can be supplied if REQUESTED.
The boards are double sided plated
through and Silver plated.
Red in colour to match the Vibroplex red paddle keys however there is now a BLACK
version for the VIBROPLEX ORIGINAL BUG models. The Rig cable is screened and flexible.
NEW!!! Universal, GHD (2 models), Lionel J-36, K8RA Paddles, and RAF Type D
CableTidys now available.
The keys are shown for demonstration ONLY and are NOT included in the price.
You are purchasing the PC Board of choice and its Key to Rig cable.
All models inclusive of UK post costs are £20.70 or at a discount price of £18.00 for
FISTS members (please quote your callsign when ordering).

Isoterm Interfaces
USB Deluxe Dual
NEW!!!

PSK31 Isoterm MulticonUSB

Isoterm Multimode
interface

DATA Isoterm
Traveller

This is a range of radio-computer interfaces, available with a 5% discount for FISTS
members. For further information and pricing, visit www.g3liv.co.uk
ALL products can be viewed at www.g3liv.co.uk For reviews, see
www.eham.net/reviews/detail/9689 and www.eham.net/reviews/detail/1456

Key Note is the quarterly magazine of the FISTS CW Club in Europe
FISTS, PO Box 6743, Tipton, DY4 4AU, England, UK.

Tel: 01902 338973

Contacting us by email:
Please send Key Note articles, comments and distribution questions to:
Graham Smith G3ZOD Email: keynote@fists.co.uk
For feedback/help with the RAIBC audio version of Key Note, please contact:
Chris Pearson G5VZ
Email: chris@fists.co.uk
For help with subscriptions, membership and the website, please contact:
Graham Smith G3ZOD Email: members@fists.co.uk
To arrange or volunteer for Slow Morse contacts, please contact:
John Griffin M0CDL
Email: qrs@fists.co.uk
For on-air activity questions or logs, please contact the Activities Manager:
Chris Pearson G5VZ
Email: chris@fists.co.uk
For general questions, including information about rallies, please contact:
Paul Webb M0BMN
Email: paul@fists.co.uk
Tel: 01902 338973
To order items or to ask questions about Club Sales, please contact:
Anne Webb
Email: sales@fists.co.uk
For questions about Awards or to apply for them, please contact:
Dennis Franklin K6DF Email: fistsawards@fists.org
4658 Capitan Drive, Fremont, CA, 94536-5448, USA
For help with the FISTSCW Yahoo News Group Forum, please contact:
Mark Waldron M0BLT Email: forum@fists.co.uk
FISTS Overseas

FISTS Down Under:
www.fistsdownunder.org
FISTS East Asia:
www.feacw.net
FISTS North America: www.fists.org

Subscriptions can be sent to FISTS, PO Box 6743, Tipton, DY4 4AU, England, UK.
Current Members ONLY!
£6 KN via Internet £8 KN post to UK

£10 KN post to Eu

£13 KN post to DX

Re-joiners and New Members ONLY! Please see the following table:
Month of joining
or re-joining
Dec, Jan, Feb or Mar
Apr or May
Jun, Jul or Aug
Sep, Oct or Nov

Key Note
via Internet
£7.25
£6.00
£4.50
£3.00

Key Note by Post
£9.50 UK (£12.00 Europe, £15.75 DX)
£8.00 UK (£10.00 Europe, £13.00 DX)
£6.00 UK (£7.50 Europe, £9.75 DX)
£4.00 UK (£5.00 Europe, £6.50 DX)

QSL Bureau

www.fists.co.uk/buro

Please send outgoing QSL cards and any questions to the QSL Bureau Manager:
Rob Walker M0BPT
Email: buro@fists.co.uk
FISTS, PO Box 6743, Tipton, DY4 4AU, England, UK.
Please write FISTS and the member number of the
station you contacted at the top left of the QSL card.
The bureau can also accept cards to be sent to members of RSGB, RSARS, RAFARS, RNARS and G-QRP.
Please write the organisation name at the top left.
Incoming QSL cards for UK members: These are handled by the QSL Bureau
Sub-managers. Please send them your stamped, self-addressed envelopes:
G4
Jim Steel M0ZAK
6 Central Avenue
Shepshead LE12 9HP

G3
Grant Merrils G0UQF
2 East Street
Darfield
Barnsley S73 9RE

G1, G2, G5, G6, G7, G8
and Specials (GB, GX etc.)
John Griffin M0CDL
35 Cottage Street
Kingswinford DY6 7QE

G0
Bill McGill GM0DXB
112 West Main Street
Armadale
Bathgate
West Lothian EH48 3JB

M0, M3, M5, 2E0 etc.
Phil Hughes 2E0DPH
111 Wisbech Road
Littleport
Ely CB6 1JJ

Wales and SWL
Paul Webb M0BMN
40 Links Road
Penn
Wolverhampton WV4 5RF

Incoming QSL cards for Eu & DX members: Please send postage and not envelopes—contact Rob M0BPT (details at top of page) for more information.
Please donate used stamps
Chuck M0AVW collects used stamps for charities. When you’ve received your
QSL cards, please send the used stamps, and any others you have, to him:
Chuck M0AVW, 32 Woodford Walk, Harewood Park, Thornaby TS17 0LT
***Please DON’T send Chuck outgoing QSL cards! If you would like an acknowledgement by email, please include a slip with your email address on (BLOCK CAPITALS, please). Many thanks to all those who have sent stamps in.
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Editorial

Graham G3ZOD, #8385

Chris G5VZ, Paul M0BMN, and I were at the FISTS stand at the UK National
Hamfest for the first time this year. With the help of a special “Hamfest-only”
offer, we recruited 43 new members and 16 former members rejoined the club
(we had to send poor Chris out to photocopy more membership forms!), and
we spoke to many people—a very successful event for us. Thanks to our hosts,
Ian G4XFC and the Lincoln Shortwave Club, for their work putting on the Hamfest and for
making us feel
very welcome.
It was intriguing
talking to a
number of exmilitary Morse
professionals
there about
their experiences; I was surprised that
there were differences in the
way they were
taught Morse
code.
Please do write
in for Key Note Chris G5VZ (left) signing up a new member and Graham G3ZOD (right) talking to visitors. Thanks to Nigel G0BPK for the photo.
with your experiences learning and using Morse code professionally.
In this edition, Göran SM0PMJ has written about how he got involved in amateur radio and Morse code. This is also a very welcome subject that we have
not had many articles on recently.
This is the last edition of Key Note that will arrive before 25th December, so a
thank you to the FISTS Committee, Helpers and everyone who has contributed
to the club during 2013.
A very Happy Christmas and all the very best for 2014 to all.
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Event Calendar
First day Last day
Sun 22 Dec
Sun 29 Dec
Sun 12 Jan
Sun 26 Jan

Available online at fists.co.uk/events
Event
FISTS Eu Ladder
FISTS Eu Fifth Sunday
FISTS Eu Ladder
FISTS Eu Ladder

Times (UTC)
1400-1600 & 1800-2000
1300-1700
1400-1600 & 1800-2000
1400-1600 & 1800-2000

Members worldwide are encouraged to join in all FISTS activities.
There is a brief version of the calendar at the top right of the website home
page fists.co.uk and a full one at fists.co.uk/events.
FISTS Europe Ladder sessions take place on the 2nd and 4th Sunday of each
month and this is an easy-going event with friendly, conversational QSOs. Any
band other than 630m, 60m, 30m, 17m, and 12m. The minimum exchange is:
RST, first name, QTH, and member number (if applicable).
FISTS Europe Fifth Sunday takes place on the Sunday 29th December. QSOs,
bands, and the exchange are the same as for the Ladder (see above).
2014 FISTS Europe Activities The upcoming Winter 2013 Key Note will contain
the rules for all the 2014 Activities. We’re pleased to announce that these will
include the Ladder, Exchange Your Age Week (EYAW), Straight Key Week (SKW),
International Days, and Fifth Sundays.
The rules for the Ladder, available at fists.co.uk/ladder and in the Winter 2012
Key Note, are the same as for 2013, with the Ladder on the 2nd and 4th Sunday
of the month, starting with January the 12th and 26th, 2014.

Writing for Key Note
Articles for Key Note are very welcome, either by email (we can accept files in
most formats) or on paper through the post—see page 3 for postal and email
addresses.
Photographs and illustrations can ‘make’ an article. A couple of notes to help:
 Please don’t add captions on top of photographs—send captions separately

as text and let us add them.
 Please don’t reduce the size of photographs—send them in with the highest

resolution available and let us resize them for best print quality.
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Membership Report

Graham G3ZOD, #8385

A very warm welcome to our latest members
Partly due to a special offer, we recruited no less than 43 new
members and 16 former members rejoined the club at the National Hamfest at Newark! So, the list of new members in this
edition is somewhat lengthy.
G3ZOD
Finn
Martin
Jamie
Vanni
Wil
Alan
Marcus
Fred
Paul
Rob
Bill
Gareth
Alan
Mike
Rob
Glen
Lorna
Tony
Paul
Neil
Mick
Seth
Ian
Rik
John
Martin
Melvyn
Peter
George
John
Don

EI4GOB 16502
2M0BEC 16503
MM0JMI 16504
I5ECW
16505
PA3Q
16506
MW0BGL 16507
OE3MBU 16508
G3SVK
16509
M0PHO 16510
2E0MEX 16511
G0EYL
16512
M0NBK 16514
M0ZTG 16515
G3OVL
16516
G0IOZ
16517
GW4MVA 16518
2E0YAO 16519
G0OOR 16520
G0EPC
16521
M0WBG 16522
M0LEV 16523
2E0PIC
16524
2E0GBA 16525
G0FPZ
16526
M6DKF 16527
G3ZAY
16528
G0KGU 16529
G4ENC
16530
2E0GCD 16531
G4FZA
16532
G0VZQ 16533

John G3ZSE
David G3TJP
Bob
G3YHI
Kerry G8VR
Maureen 2E0HDS
Jenni M0HZT
Chris G3SVL
Barrie M0NAE
Gary 2E0GBV
Eric
G3KPU
Sue
2E0SUJ
Dan
G0RMX
Barrie M5AEC
John G4RAC
Andrew G8BYB
Carol 2E0GRR
Roger G3PVU
Csaba M0VCD
Pete MW0RSS
Peter M0EJL
Robert 2E0FXT
Fred GM3ALZ
Udo
DF4BJ
Steve G3AGW
Peter G7EOK
John G4XJN
John M0EOU
Vic
G0BVZ
Uria
IZ4ZBN
Gerald M6GCL
Nick
G4IWO

16534
16535
16536
16537
16538
16539
16540
16541
16542
16543
16544
16545
16546
16547
16548
16549
16550
16551
16552
16553
16554
16555
16556
16557
16558
16559
16560
16561
16562
16563
16564

Udo
DO1IP
16565
Bill
GM4UBJ 16566
Stuart M0CUD 16567
Chris M0NAY 16568
Jonathan 2E0HUR 16569
Chris G0VRX
16570
Matthew M6YVM 16571
John 2E0CWJ 16572
Ben
DH0DK 16573
Roger G4PUM 16574
Thomas DK1EY
16575
Roger G0SSZ
16576
John G4BOU 16577
Alfredo EA1FCL 16578
Dave G4AON 16579
Tony G1JMX
16580
Bob
G3ZNH 16581
Chris SM4LRA 16582
John G4YSB
16583
Roy
G4GRM 16584
Graham G7NEH 16585
Steve G1KQH 16586
Andrea IZ2ZYN
16587
Peter EA6TS
16588
Kelvin 2E1ADT 16589
Barry M0IML 16590
Derek G3ZCH
16591
Pete G0PNM 16592
Jarmo OH2BN 16593
John GM0FSV 16594
Trevor MW6TRK 16595
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Achievements Congratulations to the following FISTS Award winners:
Gene
AA8MI
#914 Platinum
Peter
G4LHI
#2219 Perpetual Prefix 50 Endorsement, Perpetual
Prefix 100 Endorsement
Stan
K4UK
#2934 Millionaire 18 Million Endorsement
Dick
N5KIP
#8653 Platinum
George K4GM #10323 Basic Century
Michael W3QT #13724 Silver Century
Darren G0OTT #14062 Perpetual Prefix 50 Endorsement
Keith
WD8AFB #15361 Basic Century
Congratulations to members on achieving their Intermediate Licences and callsigns: Andy M6CLL #15939’s new callsign is 2E0MLL, Stephen #15834’s new
callsign is 2M0KMO, and John #16572’s new callsign is 2E0CWJ.
Silent Keys I’m very sorry to report that the following members are now Silent
Keys:
John
G3SJE
#391
John
G8JID #12580
Andy
M0ANL #2831
Francis DL7FP #15543
Thank you to Lynne, John G3SJE’s sister, for letting us know about John. Lynne
writes:
“I regret to inform you that John sadly passed away on the 27th October 2013.
John had been ill since 2007 but soldiered on and we had hoped he would have
had more time but that was not to be, he had prostate cancer.
I know over the years how much he loved his radio and Morse, he did after all
teach it for 44 years over the airways, so I know there are many people who will
not forget him.”
Thank you to Ian G6TGO for writing an article about Ron G0IIM—see page 13.
Finally I notice that recently there has been quite a considerable take up of
longer subscriptions (an extra 1 or 2 years), possibly partly due to the basic subscription at the time of writing being only for a short period before the next renewal date (1st April 2014). The longer subscriptions will help reduce the workload for John, Rob, and myself when we deal with renewals next year. (Of
course, it may also help anyone who has taken them out if subscription rates
were to be raised, but currently we have no plans to do this.)
73 de Graham G3ZOD
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Focus on FISTS Awards: Millionaire and Platinum Awards
Millionaire
The Millionaire Award is very accessible, usually
achieved a short time after the Basic Century award.
QSOs must be with members who can be current or
lapsed at the time of the contact. Unlike most other
FISTS awards, QSOs on different bands count, i.e.
each member number can appear once per band in
Millionaire certificate
an application for the award. There is no requirement to exchange member numbers over the air in order for QSOs to qualify.
Points are calculated by adding the contacted stations’ member numbers together, the total required being—of course—one million points! This has a nice
feature of making more recent members the most ‘valuable’ towards the
award.
Endorsements stickers that affix to the certificate can be earned for multiples of
a million points (2 million, 3 million, etc.) up to a maximum of 25 million. All
QSOs must be included in the log for each endorsement.
Log entries must include:
Callsign, Date, Band, and FISTS member number.
For Band, please give the wavelength as a number only. E.g. “40” rather than
“40m”. For example: MX5IPX, 2013/09/04, 40, 7778
If you are sending in a log on paper, you need to include a duplicate (“dupe.”)
sheet for each band.
Platinum
The Platinum Award requires receiving one hundred
unique FISTS CC (Century Certificate) Numbers over
the air. (A CC Number has been allocated to each
person who has achieved the Basic Century award.)
The award came into being mid-1997 and George
Platinum certificate
‘Geo’ G3ZQS, the founder of FISTS CW Club, wanted
this particular award to involve an operating challenge, hence the requirement
to receive CC Numbers over the air. All FISTS awards are based on trust—no
QSL cards required—but please don’t let anyone have or see your CC number
except over the air, otherwise it takes the fun and challenge out of it.
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You don’t need to have a CC Number yourself in order to earn the Platinum
Award, but it’s nice to be able to exchange CC Numbers over the air rather than
only being able to ask for one. Note that the following FISTS National Club callsigns all have CC Numbers—please ask the operator to transmit it to you if they
don’t volunteer it:
GX0IPX, GX3ZQS, MX5IPX, KN0WCW, VK2FDU, and ZL6FF
Additional certificates are available for 250 and 500 unique CC numbers. When
applying for these, logs must include details of all 250 or 500 QSOs.
Log entries must include:
Callsign, FISTS CC number, Date, Band, FISTS member number
For Band, please give the wavelength as a number only. E.g. “80” rather than
“80m”. For example: G3QNH, 9876, 2013/09/18, 80, 98765
Printable log sheets specifically for the Platinum Award series are available on
the website at fists.co.uk/docs.
If you are submitting your award application on paper, duplicate (“dupe.”)
sheets are required for the 250 and 500 QSO awards.
Applying for an Award
Details of applying for awards were covered in the Spring 2013 Key Note on
pages 10 and 11.
Additionally, if you have a computer running Windows, the free FISTS Log Converter program makes keeping track of your progress towards FISTS awards,
and applying for them, a breeze, freeing up your time to have more QSOs. It’s
available from fists.co.uk/flc.
Please ask for any details you need from your QSO partners for FISTS Awards as
part of friendly, conversational QSOs.
For more information about the awards, please see fists.co.uk/awards, or contact the Membership Secretary or Awards Manager. Our email and postal addresses are on page 3 of this Key Note.

Eligibility for Awards
A couple of questions have come up recently about eligibility for awards:
 You don’t have to be a member at the time of a QSO to count it in your award
application (awards are open to members and non-members).
 Your QSO partner can be a current or lapsed member at the time of the QSO.
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Cover photograph: The Natrometer

Graham G3ZOD, #8385

Whatever you might think about eBay, there
are some fascinating Morse-related items that
turn up from time-to-time. One that caught
my eye is the Natrometer, featured on the
front cover of this Key Note.
This is a clockwork-powered Morse trainer.
There’s not much information about them on
the web, but they are known to have been
available in 1925, produced by the Natrometer
Corporation, Washington DC in the USA. The
drum contains Morse code characters, with the 1: Natrometer. Note the sprocket
wheel at the centre of the photolight coloured areas being un-insulated so that
graph used along with the pegs to
the finger contacts make an electrical circuit
switch tracks
when they pass
over them. The device has a buzzer so that the
Morse code can be heard.
The drum has 9 tracks, which can be switched by
placing pegs (see the photograph on Key Note’s
cover) through the holes around the drum’s circumference. When a peg passes the large
sprocket wheel and engages with it, it rotates the
sprocket’s spindle, causing the next stud on the
spindle to press down the next lowest vertical
2: Natrometer showing the
finger contact, or when the lowest contact / track
drum and spring in more detail
is engaged, the topmost one. This allows for
variation in the order of play.
Additional drums with different Morse
code on were also available.
There is a You Tube video including a Natrometer in action available. It doesn’t
show it at its best (I suspect the contacts
need cleaning), but does give some idea of
it in operation. Also the audio level is extremely high—I’d recommend turn it down
before playing: tinyurl.com/natrometer.

3: Advertising material
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Acknowledgements
Many thanks to Armand W1NRX, FISTS #10344,
and Brandon for allowing use of their photo4: Label from under the base
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New product: WinKeyer WKUSB-SMT Kit
Hamcrafters (previously K1EL Systems) has added the WinKeyer WKUSB-SMT kit
to its WinKeyer product range.
WKUSB-SMT employs a surface mount version of WKUSB that has all board
mounted parts pre-soldered and tested. Final kit assembly involves just adding
a few through-hole components, which will take about 15 minutes. Since the
WK IC is permanently attached to the PC board, upgrade by replacement is not
practical. For this reason, WKUSB-SMT uses the new WK3 keyer IC which can
be upgraded over the USB connection. WK3 also adds many new standalone
features. In all other respects, WK3 works just like WK2 so it will be compatible
with all applications that work with WK2. WKUSB Features:


















Uses new Winkey3 IC (V30)
All external connectors on board for easy assembly
4 Message pushbuttons
Custom high quality silkscreened enclosure
Independent Outputs to drive two separate rigs
RCA style Key and PTT outputs on back panel
Key and PTT outputs are optically isolated
High voltage solid state keying relays
Sidetone speaker on board
Front Panel Speed Control
Paddle connector on back
USB interface (FTDI Controller based)
WKUSB-SMT documentation provided on CDROM
USB Cable (A to B) included
Internal battery holder for three AAA batteries
Micro power standby
Enclosure Dimensions: 4.0" W by 3.0" D by 1.75" H

Price is $89 (USD). Website:
Hamcrafters order enquiries:

k1el.tripod.com
k1el.kitsinfo@gmail.com
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Ron Giles G0IIM, FISTS #341, Silent Key

Ian G6TGO, #14556

It is with deep regret that I announce the
passing of my great friend Ron G0IIM, and
thought it would be fitting to write a few
words.
I first met up with Ron in 1999 while he
was one of the Radio Society of Great Britain’s Morse Practice Volunteers who had a
slot on a Monday and Saturday from 1930
UTC 145.275 on 2m. I complimented him
Ron G0IIM pictured in March 2012
on his CW, saying that it was easy to read
and was helpful for me when sent around 16wpm. After that, as he lived close
by, we soon met up.
Later, after regular visits and my now infamous “rotten brew” (as Ron put it in
jest of my tea making skills), he used to come round and use my shack if the
weather was bad enough to prevent /p HF operation on the key.
Ron and I spent many hours trying to find the best HF whip to use with his car
and eventually Ron bought an FT-897 with bolt-on auto ATU, and an active whip
for HF, which was the ATAS 120. However, after a bad experience operating /p,
we put a plan in place for Ron to have his own shack at my QTH so he could operate in relative safety from my shed, which until then had been used as a
workshop for making Yagi aerials for 6m and 4m. With this, Ron had a separate coax feed to a 40m dipole and mains power so he could bring his gear at
anytime he wanted; Ron enjoyed using this and could be found many times,
mainly on 40m/20m CW. As well as FISTS, Ron was also a member of the UK Six
Metre Group.
On one occasion Ron let me borrow his Kent Dual Key he had only just bought
so I could review it in the Spring 2011 edition of Key Note.
Ron was a true gentleman, a credit to the Hobby and everything it stands for.
He also helped my family, offering to be an odd job man for my mother-in-law
and my sister-in-law, and he was very highly regarded by myself, my XYL and
our family. Although Ron was a quiet man, he loved CW, with many hours
spent listening rather than transmitting.
Sadly, in 2011 Ron became unwell and was diagnosed with cancer. However,
he carried on regardless until August 2013, when he became very ill and then
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passed away on the 11 September 2013.
I have lost a father-like figure and a very good friend who was always there to
offer assistance in testing my aerials while I adjusted them, plus putting up with
my “rotten brew” (but he still came back for more!).
Ron is greatly missed by his wife Eileen, daughter Elaine, and all who knew him.
RIP Ron
..._._ . .

UK Ofcom Licensing Consultations 2014
Ofcom will be holding consultations next year on UK amateur radio licensing
topics. These include:
 Currently UK amateurs change their country prefix dependent on location
e.g. MW0QQQ visits England and uses the callsign M0QQQ. However, this is
not how Ofcom interpret the current licence—they think MW0QQQ should
still use MW0QQQ when in England. Discussions may include whether to
use Ofcom’s interpretation, change the licence to follow long-standing practice, or use an additional prefix e.g. MW0QQQ uses M/MW0QQQ when visiting England.
 Ofcom would prefer that a licensee only holds a single callsign (with the exception of club callsigns and NoVs). This would primarily affect licensees
who currently have Foundation, Intermediate, and Full callsigns listed on the
Ofcom database.
 Finding a method of re-allocating a club callsign without needing a letter of
authority from the existing holder.
 Other items relating to special event licences, maritime mobile, controlling
high altitude balloons, expiring repeater NoVs where the repeater is not operating, and rules around operating whilst waiting for a licence to be issued.
To participate (and not sleepwalk into unwanted changes!):
 Sign up on the Ofcom website for information about the Amateur Radio Consultations.
 Write direct to the RSGB using 'Have your say'.
Note: the Essex Ham website contains a useful summary.
For more information, please see:
Ofcom Amateur Radio Consultations
RSGB Have Your Say

tinyurl.com/ofcomarc
tinyurl.com/RSGBsay
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The Australian Gems

Claudio IZ0KRC, #15937

Let me introduce myself to the friends of FISTS. I am an Italian ham with a passion for semi-automatic (‘bug’) keys. Along the way, I’ve met some friends who
have helped me to discover much more information about the history and design of the ‘bug’, which has contributed to increasing my knowledge.
I wish to share with you, with the help of my dear friend Herman VK2IXV, the
translation of some articles published in the Italian ham magazine
‘Radio Rivista’. I believe and trust that I have done a good job in collecting a lot
of information useful to retrace the history of the various keys and their creators.
The title ‘The Australian Gems’ was taken from an article published by the most
famous collector of semi-automatic keys of Australia, Ron McMullen. It clearly
expresses the value of these particular patents.
Australia is a land full of animals and plants unique to the world, and so are the
Australian bug keys. We read a lot about the most popular semi-automatics
made in the USA (of course the home of the bug), but very little of the bug key
production of other countries is known, so now we will start to discover the
wonderful bugs made in Australia.
The Piergraph Company
Because there is still not much information about its production, the Piergraph
is a little-known semi-automatic key. What is known for sure is that its designers, Robley and Tough, around 1920 after years of working as telegraphers at
the Central Telegraph Office (CTO) in Perth, resigned from the Australian Postmaster General’s department (PMG) to establish a company dedicated to the
production of telegraph keys. The company was named the Piergraph Company.
Their first shop was located in the back of a café overlooking the Perth harbour
in a street named Pier Street, hence the name of the company. The name
‘Piergraph No. 2, Robley & Tough, Perth W.A.’ is clearly visible on the brass
nameplate of the Piergraph bugs. Soon after, Robley sold his share of the company to Tough for a price of 150 pounds.
The Piergraph No. 2
We can only write about project No. 2, because a Piergraph No. 1 does not
seem to exist at all.
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You can see that the Piergraph No. 2 was created as a revolutionary and innovative project.
The key has a square brass pendulum with a flat steel mainspring fixed to its
back. This mainspring is anchored to a post which is located between the two
terminals. In contrast to all other semi-automatics, the movement of the pendulum is then nearest to the operator.
The control of the transmission
occurs by means of two control
levers, which have two fingerpieces or paddles in red Bakelite
plastic with an unusual design.
The right lever is the dash lever.
It is pivoted to the base and
when the (right-handed) operaOriginal Piergraph No. 2
tor moves it to the left, it closes
the circuit and the operator can make dashes manually. It returns to its rest
position by means of an adjustable helical spring.
At the side of the right lever is placed a small brass wedge, which acts as a circuit closer. If turned, it presses on the dash-lever and thereby closes the dash
contact for a continuous dash. By removing the wedge’s pressure, the dashlever returns to its rest position, thereby opening the dash-circuit. When the
operator moves the dot-lever to the right, it makes semi-automatic dots.
The Piergraph and other Australian-made bugs,
such as the Simplex Auto and the Pendograph, use
the “tension release” system. When the bug is not
in use, the thin steel pendulum mainspring is kept
under tension. By pressing the paddle to the right,
this tension is released and the pendulum starts to
swing and makes dots. This release method was
first used by William O. Coffe on his Mecograph
bug. (By the way, other bugs, such as the Vibroplex,
Johnson’s Speedex or Buzza’s Model 100 etc. use
the “tension-creating” system. This means when
the bug is not in use, its pendulum is in a rest posiPhil G0NVT’s reproduction of tion and there is no tension on the mainspring.)
the Piergraph No. 2

Although at first look the settings of the Piergraph
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seem unusual, they are actually similar to those
of a more common semi-automatic. The only
difference is the damper, which stops the oscillations of the pendulum of the Piergraph bug. Bugs
that work on the “tension-release” system have
no elaborate pendulum damper system, but just
a simple screw which stops the pendulum when
the operator has stopped making dots.
Due to the limited information that we have on
the Piergraph, it is not possible to know how
many keys were produced by the company itself;
certainly we now know that there is only a single
original in existence, which is kept at the Wireless
Hill Museum at Melville in Western Australia.
This Piergraph original was donated to the aboveOriginal Piergraph No. 2
mentioned museum by well-known Australian
collector David Couch, now a Silent Key. Upon his death, David Couch left a will
in which he donated his entire telegraph collection to Australian museums.
The Wireless Hill Museum of Melville inherited his 35 keys, including the only
known Piergraph. It should be noted that the giving of his Piergraph to the Museum was done with intent; not only because the Piergraph project was born in
Perth in 1920, but also because it has been confirmed that this Piergraph was
used at the first Perth radio coast station, then located on Wireless Hill. David
Couch therefore made sure that the Piergraph returned to its original home.
I would like to devote a few lines to one of the most important telegraph stations not only for Australia, but for the whole area Indian Ocean, Pacific Ocean
and Antarctica.
History of Wireless Hill (VIP)
The coastal station of Wireless Hill
was built by the German company
Telefunken with financing from the
Australian Government in 1912.
It all started when the Australian
government decided to launch a
program to form reliable coastal
radio communications from east to
west along the long Australian

Operators at Wireless Hill (VIP)
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coastline.
The first two major Australian maritime coast stations were therefore created
almost at the same time. One was located in Sydney with callsign VIS and the
other in Perth with callsign VIP.
Perth Radio/VIP was used intensively during the two world wars. It became a
dependable point of reference for all Antarctic expeditions, which during a crisis
always resorted to the help of Wireless Hill to complete the contacts with their
home countries.
The support Wireless Hill gave to all the ships that sailed these seas was very
helpful, maintaining not only the daily routine radio contact and newsletters,
but also providing safety-of-life-at-sea (SOLAS) and radio-medical services for
ships with no doctor on board.
The station was officially closed in 1967 and purchased by the City of Melville in
August 1969. In 1971 it was renamed Wireless Hill Park. The Museum of Telecommunications was officially opened on October 14, 1979.
Today, the museum is really interesting and very active in organising numerous telegraphic activities. For example, last September 30, 2012, the
museum and the municipality of Melville started the celebrations of the
100th anniversary of the telegraph
station with events that lasted for a
whole month, a clear demonstration
of how important wireless telegraphy
has been in Australia.

Photograph looking down from VIP’s tower.
Height 120m.

Nowadays the Amateur Radio Community keeps Wireless Telegraphy Alive
The proof is in this short interview that my colleague Phil Boyle, G0NVT, has
kindly released about the “story” that revolves around his recent replica of
Piergraph No. 2 in 2012.
Phil is a fan of telegraphy and reproduces old and famous telegraph keys. I
hereby thank Phil for his dedication, which allows us “mere mortals” to be able
to have, and use, unique keys that otherwise we would only have seen behind
glass cases in a museum.
Claudio: Hello Phil. Thank you for accepting my request for information
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about your passion, and more precisely on your last reproduction of the
Piergraph. Going straight to the point, when did your passion for replicas of
old keys first start?
Phil: I started making the keys about 17 years ago when I retired from full
time work in the Nuclear Industry where I had worked for 16 years after being disabled out of the Royal Navy. I had to do something to occupy my
time, so I bought a small lathe and started making small steam engines. After a time I decided to combine my interests in model making and ham radio,
and produce replicas of old Morse keys.
Claudio: Which keys have you made so far?
Phil: I’ve made various key types, mainly early Marconi spark keys. I have
reproduced the Marconi side-lever or ‘Guillotine’ key, which is a very popular key with collectors. I have also made the very early and large
‘Grasshopper’ key as well as the many variants of the maritime keys made by
Marconi, including the oil break key. I also made a replica of the key used by
Marconi during his experimental work which led to the 7777 patent [1]. After
restoring a badly damaged Marconi PS213 key for a friend, I was so pleased
with the performance of the key that I made a dozen copies of that key also.
I was so impressed with the PS213 that I took the basic design and made
some modifications in order to simplify production and hopefully improve it
and produce it as a ‘Freelance PS213’ key.
To date I have only reproduced two semi automatic keys, the first being the
very first semi automatic key ever built which was by William O. Coffe, and
the second was a rare Australian ‘jigger’ by Messrs. Robley and Tough, the
Piergraph No. 2.
Claudio: Phil, can you tell me something about your workshop and its machinery please ?
Phil: My workshop started very simply with just a lathe and some hand tools.
Over the years it has expanded to become a pretty well-equipped workshop
with milling machines, bandsaws, router tables, drills etc. When a local engraver charged what I thought was too much for engraving the labels I put
on the keys, I decided to build an engraving machine. It was crude but very
effective, and my first introduction to CNC. After that introduction I have
modified a lathe and two milling machines for CNC operation and am currently working on converting an old Flexispeed lathe to a CNC gang lathe.
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Claudio: How did the idea of
replicating the Piergraph first
start?
Phil: The idea of replicating
the Piergraph in fact was
suggested to me by Ron
McMullen, a well known
Phil G0NVT’s replica of the Piergraph No. 2
Australian collector whose
collection was missing the Piergraph No. 2.
Ron provided me with some basic dimensional information and all the photographs he had. I spent many hours scaling the photographs from the information Ron had given me and finally, at the second attempt, came up with a
reasonable drawing of the Piergraph.
Claudio: Was it was difficult to replicate the Piergraph?
Phil: Producing the drawing was the first hurdle and took many weeks; my
first attempt had to be scrapped. After that the major problems were the
cast iron bases which I milled from solid billets of cast iron and this on table
top machinery took many hours. A fellow key-maker, Ron G3YUH, has recently found a foundry which will do small batch production and I would certainly go down that route in future.
After that, production was relatively straightforward, although lacquering
the finished components is not a task I am particularly skilled at and this also
took some time, with quite a few components having to be cleaned off and
redone.
Another problem was the label. The Robley & Tough was in some unknown
font, so I had to make my own, which was interesting.
I always aim at perfection but it is difficult to replicate something exactly
without have the original to hand, and taking dimensions from photographs
is never easy, so I am sure a few mistakes have crept in.
Claudio: Why do you think there may have been an error?
Phil: Some owners have complained that the key is too fast. I was asked to
make the key fast and built a small test rig to test out the pendulum speed. I
decided on a 0.020” mainspring and probably 0.015” would have been a better choice.
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However, Ron did some more research in Australia and it turns out that the
mainspring on the original key is around 0.020”; however, I suspect it has
slightly less stiffness than the one I fitted.
At the request of two customers, I ground down the mainspring of their keys
to 0.015” and this did slow them.
Claudio: Dear Phil, if I may express my humble opinion, your replica works
well, although with the “smaller” weight, inevitably requires fast-handling
and therefore a greater effort for the operator. I also would like to remind
you of a publication that appeared in the U.S.A. in 1920 which cited precisely
the extraordinary transmission rate of this new Australian key.
(Phil did provide an added weight for ease of operating his reproduction, so
buyers of the Piergraph will have no complaint.)
Do you have a new project in mind?
Phil: I have no plans for the moment
for new replicas and I am concentrating my efforts on my freelance
version of the Marconi PS213, which
was used in Post Office Coastal Stations in the UK and is rightly regarded as a first class key.

Phil G0NVT’s reproduction of the

Piergraph label
Claudio: On this occasion, dear Phil,
I can only express my gratitude for
giving me the opportunity to work with one of the few Piergraphs that you
produced. Thank you very much, Phil.

If you wish to see a video presentation of Phil’s replica, there is one at
tinyurl.com/piergraph.
After I had learned that other radio amateurs have judged the Piergraph to be a
very fast bug key, I asked Richie Bright, secretary of The Morsecodians Fraternity of Western Australia [2], if some of their members had had the pleasure to
work with the original Piergraph. He said that none of the Morsecodians had
ever worked with this original key because the key was not connected to equipment or a sounder, but only displayed in museum for visitors to see.
Just before I finished this article, Richie informed me that the museum had
given permission to transmit with the Piergraph key, but due to some problems
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associated with the museum’s work, this event could only occur in a few
months’ time. Therefore I was unable to include the results of the test in this
article, but Richie anticipated that everything would be mentioned in the next
issue of their magazine, called “Morsecodians Messenger” [3]. You’ll find the
link to the Morsecodians magazine in the references below.
I hope that with this article I have whetted your appetite and aroused your interest.
73 de Claudio.
References:
[1] Patent of G. Marconi No. 7777. See the Guglielmo Marconi International
Committee’s web page:
Italian:
tinyurl.com/itm7777
‘Google English’: tinyurl.com/etm7777
[2] The Morsecodians Fraternity of Western Australia: tinyurl.com/mcawa
[3] Morsecodians Messenger magazine index:

tinyurl.com/mcmsgrm

Special Thanks to:
 Yolanda Cool, Assistant Curator of Melville Museum of Western Australia.
 Richie Bright, former Australian Postmaster General (PMG) telegraphist, now
Secretary of The Morsecodians Fraternity Western Australia.
 Ron McMullen, former Postmaster PMG and a great collector of Australian
keys and telegraph equipment.
 Herman, VK2IXV, former ship’s and Overseas Telecommunications Commission (Australia) coast radio station operator, and former Manager of Perth
Radio (VIP) from 1993-95. He kindly assisted me with the translation of my
article.
 Phil Boyle, G0NVT, Master key-maker and reproducer of the Piergraph bug.
Bibliography and Additional References:
 Articles about the Piergraph in the “Morsecodians Messenger” Volume 4:
Issue 9 of June 2012 page 6:
tinyurl.com/msrv4i9
Issue 11 of February 2013 page 2:
tinyurl.com/msrv4i11
 Wireless Hill Museum:
tinyurl.com/museumwh
 Coastal Radio Stations of the world: coastradio.intco.biz
 Telegraph Collectors Guide 3rd Edition by Prof. Tom Perera, W1TP.
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New products: X1M Pro QRP Transceiver from Xiegu Technology
The X1M Pro is an SSB and CW QRP Transceiver from Xiegu Technology.
 Frequency range RX & TX: 100 kHz ~ 30





















MHz*
Modes: USB & LSB & CW
RF output power: ≥ 4.5W
Operating voltage: 12.0 ~ 14.0V DC
Operating current: 0.35 ~ 1.2 Amp
Receiver Preamplifier: Yes
Memory Channels: 100
RIT Function: Yes
Automatic Internal CW Keyer: Yes
Backlight On/Off: Yes
Keyboard lock: Yes
Dimensions: 3-13/16 x 1-9/16 x 6-1/8
inches
Weight: 0.65 kg ~ 1.43 lbs
PTT Microphone: Included
Computer Control: Compatible with
Ham Radio Deluxe (factory adapter required—Choose Icom IC-718 in HRD)
Receiving sensitivity: better than 0.45μV
Frequency stability: better than 0.5ppm
Frequency accuracy: better than 0.5ppm
Receiver Standby Current: 0.5A
Emission current: 1.5A Max

* Transmits continuous 100 kHz - 30 MHz via
Menu option. Preset transmit range is the five US
bands shown in the table.

Band 1:
Band 2:
Band 3:
Band 4:
Band 5:

3.5 ~ 4.0 MHz
7.0 ~ 7.3 MHz
14.0 ~ 14.350 MHz
21.0 ~ 21.45 MHz
28.0 ~ 29.7 MHz

Five Ham Bands are configured with bandpass filtering. Transmitting on frequencies outside these ranges will require external bandpass filtering.
Accessories available include a computer cable and external audio filter.
The X1M Pro is available from Wouxon.US at $359.95 less delivery.
Website: www.wouxun.us

Email: info@importcommunications.com
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VK5JST Analyser Kit Build

David G4YVM, #15868

Antenna analysers
I have long had a love-hate relationship with antenna analysers: I love them and
what they do; I hate the 250 odd quid they cost to buy so I never bought one.
If you are reading this wondering quite what an aerial analyser will do for you,
let me explain. When we mess with aerials—make a new dipole say, or try to
trim a coil—we need to understand quite what effect our work is having in
terms of resonance. No analyser will tell you efficiency, and you might not even
care (I don’t; I rarely make aerials for efficiency) but you WILL care about SWR
and resonant frequency. And this is exactly what an analyser does tell you. You
can either set the analyser to show one frequency, and then change your antenna until it matches that frequency, or you
The completed analyser, looking
can make the aerial and then alter the anagood with a personalised name
lyser’s frequency until you find the one that
plate! And why not? I built it!
matches the aerial. Either way you will know
the SWR, the aerial reactance, and its resistance. Like all analysers it shows reactance
(X) in Ohms, resistance (R) in ohms, and the
SWR as a numerical unit-less figure.
During the early part of 2013 I started building kits in order, chiefly, to improve my building skills. The trouble was that when you
build kits two things happen: firstly you become addicted, and secondly you discover
that you need test gear. Now, these days
there are many kits precisely for the type of
test gear most home constructors need—
power meters, frequency counters etc.—so it
is very easy to kill several birds with one
stone. I improved my building skills AND accumulated test gear by building kits!
Which kit?
Eventually I decided that I needed an antenna
analyser, so started to look around for kits. It
did not take very long before one kit rose
head and shoulders above all others: VK5JST

The red and black terminals are
antenna connecting posts. You CAN
use SO239 or BNC but some people
have found that the device does
not like such fittings. Stick with
binding posts!
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by the Adelaide Hills radio club. They have sold thousands of kits! Imagine if
YOUR radio club sold literally thousands of a kit! My local club struggles to get
into double figures.
Anyway, for under a hundred quid, I eventually had the bag of bits arrive on my
door step, neatly and securely packed and fully complete. The kit is all homebuildable, no SMD stuff to worry about and the clever bits are done by software
called PICAXE, which is all freely available should you need to refresh it. The kit
is so well-designed and so easy to make that our club guaranteed it as a club
project! We told members that if anyone made it we would guarantee that it
would work come hell or high water! With such a cast-iron promise how many
would build one? Well, two actually. Three if you include the chap who bought
only the board and populated it from his burgeoning scrap box.
On opening the box you will see the actual case—an ABS unit that needs a bit of
cutting—the LCD neatly wrapped, a very nicely printed front plate, and a bag of
the usual components. There are complete instructions included but the Internet is full of info too, especially YouTube, which has a series of very nice videos
from one UK-based builder. I watched these videos about 5 times before starting mine and recommend them to you.
The first step is to mount a few things like switches and a knob so that you can
mark and cut out holes, then stick the self-adhesive front plate down. Everything else is built into the case as you work along.
It took me about a week of evenings to finish my unit, the only tricky bit being
the LCD to board fixing. The kit includes wire for this purpose but mine was single core and it kept breaking, so I changed it for multi-strand, which worked
better; I think ribbon cable would be a better idea and proper fittings better
still, but they aren’t there so that’s that! Remember that this is a home brew
kit, not a commercial analyser.
Once finished, you are given a good tolerance 50 Ohm resistor to help align the
device—a scope is not required though it is useful. I must confess that whilst
my building is okay, my confidence in it is not, so I took mine to a club mate
who has a scope and we checked it out—perfect! Once again it was on a par
with at least two MFJ units costing thrice the money!
One YouTube video makes much about the rotary switch and how you might
need to modify it; the kit mentions this and says you DON’T need to modify it at
all. I followed the kit instructions and they are correct. Funny old thing!
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The analyser in use
So I had the analyser—now to use it. I have noted
down in my log book the aerials used by other operators I work and it seems to me that the best signals come either from beams or resonant dipoles
(sorry, all you G5RV lovers). I set out to make a set
of dipoles for the bands I wanted: 3.5, 7, 18 and 14
MHz. Being of an odd disposition, I thought I’d
make two units, one covering 18 and 7 MHz and the
second covering 3.5 and 14 MHz. I calculated the
wire lengths, cut spacers and lines, made the centres, and soldered together the 7 and 18MHz. I particularly wanted to see whether two dipoles sharing
a common centre but not of related frequencies
would work alright. The answer is they do! (How
DOES the RF know which one to use??? We may
never know.)

The VK5JST shows the set
frequency, impedance, reactance, and finally the
highly-prized SWR. On
switch-on this screen shows
battery voltage too.

I hoisted the aerial into the air, popped on my newly finished analyser and set
the frequency to 7.1, then to 18.1. Bingo. A quick twiddle on lengths and I
knew my aerials were exactly resonant. I didn’t need to resort to the radio’s
SWR meter, nor to an SWR bridge, nor to the radio output; the first my TS590
saw of the aerial was when presented with 1.1:1 SWR.
In conclusion
The VK5JST kit is a very straightforward build that should be do-able by just
about anyone who can wield a soldering iron. Do check, check, then check
again the values of everything before you solder them in and do work neatly.
Remember you are actually building a VFO, so neatness and short wires will be
rewarded!!
The cost of the kit in the UK fluctuates with currency but is just under a hundred
pounds as I type (September 2013) INCLUDING trackable shipping. Import duty
was nil1.
If you have a lot of parts then you can buy just the board for about £12, but be
warned: some components are quite specific and you must use the stated type.
They are easily available, but you must use them!
And now a word of warning… Because of my analyser and my new found ability
to see what I was doing, my QTH has gone from one random wire aerial to 4
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dipoles, one mag. loop on receive, one inverted L for
top band, a mag. loop under construction, and a 2m
beam—all over the space of this summer. Don’t
blame me if you start living in an aerial farm!
If you fancy building stuff and you want an aerial analyser but not the price tag, have a look at the VK5JST.
You won’t be disappointed.
David Perry G4YVM FISTS 15868
1

Be aware that VAT and a handling charge is normally payable on importing amateur radio kits to the
UK from outside the EU—David’s experience may not
be repeatable.

The growing aerial farm at
G4YVM QTH...the result of
a very good aerial analyser

At the time of writing, the kit price is between $130$151 (AUD) depending on the country you’re ordering
from and whether or not you choose the “Track and Trace” delivery option
Ordering: tinyurl.com/VK5JST

Technical details: tinyurl.com/VK5JSTtech

HTC Morse Code Certificate and Awards
Helvetia Telegraphy Club (HTC) offer a Morse Code
Certificate and Awards. The HTC Morse Code exam is
set up in levels:
 Passing the basic level is recognized with a framed

certificate (Switzerland only) for 60 cpm (12 wpm).

HTC Lapel Badges
awarded for Morse tests

 Passing an advanced level is recognized with a lapel pin (available world-

wide) for 80 cpm (16 wpm), 100 cpm (20 wpm), and 120 cpm (24 wpm).
Tests for the advanced levels of the HTC exam can be taken comfortably at
home using the HQX training program (version 3.7. or later).
The advanced tests may be taken by any ham radio operator, whether those
coming back to Morse Code, those who are setting a new goal for themselves or
if you simply want to test your abilities.
The fee for a badge is CHF 10.00, EUR 10.00, or USD 12.00 inclusive of delivery.
More information is available at: www.htc.ch/en/node/438
The full rules are available at:
tinyurl.com/htcrules
Thanks to Tim, AC5SH, for spotting this.
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Competition: Homebrew Morse Key Results
Here are the results of the Homebrew Morse Key competition that we ran in
late 2012/early 2013.
The idea was to encourage people to have a go at making keys and inspire others.
The range of designs and the use of unlikely parts/materials was surprising—
well done to everyone who sent in entries.
The judges were looking for practical straight (“pump”) keys, sideswiper
(“cootie”) or single / dual paddle keys that can be used on a day-to-day basis,
and took into consideration the practicality, likely cost of parts, ease of building
and, to a lesser extent, looks. All keys were judged anonymously.
Two entries involved touch-sensing electronics. The intent behind the competition was mechanical keys, but since the rules didn’t state this, these entries
were considered valid.
In view of the high standard of all entries, we decided to extend the prizes to all
top three entries and will also be sending all participants a certificate recognising their achievements.
Results In joint first place are Richard G0ILN for his Dual Paddle Key (#7), and John GM4GZQ for his Straight Key (#9), who
will both receive one of the excellent Czech Morse keys, kindly
donated by Mike Bowthorpe of Czech Morse Keys czechmorsekeys.co.uk.
In third place is Barry G4OKB for his Sideswiper Key (#17), who will receive a
FISTS 25th Anniversary Whisky Tumbler.
Judges’ Comments Here are some overall comments from the judges.
Chris G5VZ: What a hard job it has been to rank the projects and even harder to
reject all but three from the personal short-list.
Mark M0BLT: Talk about serious consideration and choice—so well done to all
who submitted an entry! It’s a shame to have to pick one! It’s been difficult to
say the least and I changed my mind quite a few times whilst deciding!
John M0CDL: All the keys are very good. It was very hard to pick the three I
chose!
Bill G0JWB: I enjoyed looking at all the different entries and congratulate all parPage 28 Key Note Autumn 2013

ticipants for their efforts and ingenuity.
David G3SCD/VK3DBD: The key competition entries reflect the enthusiasm of
members.
At the end of the day it is the operator who makes the good Morse, not the key,
but striving for perfection by trying to make better keys is no bad thing and
there is always much satisfaction in using home made gear—even more so
when the only expenditure is from the junk-box.
A number of the keys were more or less copies of others; no bad thing when it is
simply a cost saving exercise. It was difficult to balance the various criteria of
judgement for each key: Practicality, Cost, Looks and Ease of building.
Practicality and Looks would seem to be the two major factors. Some might
have been easier to judge had the size been apparent; it was good to see some
of the entries did have some measurements for a guide. A large percentage of
the keys pictured would have made a better impression perhaps if the builder
had spent more time in detail finishing: sandpaper, wet/dry and spray paint or
varnish in aerosols can work wonders and transform mediocre materials into a
thing of relative beauty. Brass screws too are getting hard to find but they do
exist and are, I think, nearly a must for this type of project. Stainless are acceptable and often can be acquired in many different head forms. Small items I
know, but they tend to add a touch of quality in my opinion.
Key #1 : Straight key by Richard G0ILN
Here is my interpretation of a home brew Morse key. I
am lucky in having a garage full of junk and I suspect I
am not alone!
The arm is from a vertical support for a shelving system. The knob is made from
a small length of curtain pole sanded in a pistol drill. The rubber feet from a
dead project box. The hardwood base was from a builder’s skip. Wire, screws,
spring, trunnion, shaft, jack plug and relay contacts all from stock! The clear
plastic disc is from an old file divider. The only parts I bought were the brass
collets. I copied the dimensions from an existing key and how does it perform?
Just fine.
Chris G5VZ: It looks good and it is made from cleverly-selected everyday bits; the
knob created without lathe or other specialist workshop resources is great, too.
Bill G0JWB: A simple key to build.
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Key #2 : Straight key by Mike G0ISO
This is an air-spaced capacitor key. This required a bit of work
on the capacitor chassis to shape it to the required pattern
(hacksaw and file). The brass plate came from a pub door (not
stolen—we were refurbishing the pub). Connection terminals
are from a terminal block with the plastic removed.
The base was salvaged from a skip at a sign maker’s yard. The spring was from
an old discarded printer.
Key #3 : Straight key by Mike G0ISO
Made this in a moment of boredom purely as a proof of
concept. Only criteria—must cost nothing! Took about 2.5
hours to make from an oak shelf and bits, all from the junk
box.
The silver tracks to the terminals are sticky-backed aluminium tape—the stuff
duct workers use. The base was salvaged from a skip at a sign maker’s yard and
the spring was from an old discarded printer.
Key #4 : Dual paddle key by Mike G0ISO
This took an afternoon to make from bits in my junk box,
mostly discarded electrical switches and plugs. Works well
and the price was right—zero!
All the springs are from discarded printers. It was made
from components out of a commercial distribution board, again from a skip.
The tension is adjusted by moving the springs up and down the threaded rods
which were the double pole switch arms from the distribution board.
Chris G5VZ: It looks great and has a lot of style in a simple design.
Key #5 : Single paddle key by Mike G0ISO
From my junk box, a single paddle made in an afternoon. With my keys I found that half the time was spent
trying to figure how to make them out of the available bits
and pieces, and the other half in the actual construction;
cost zero but my junk box is not quite so full now!
It has the adjuster blocks made from an old Reyrolle
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Continued on page 35

Homebrew Keys #1 – #4
Key #1 : Straight key by
Richard G0ILN

Key #2 : Straight key by Mike G0ISO

Key #3 : Straight key by Mike G0ISO

Key #4 : Dual paddle key by Mike G0ISO

Homebrew Keys #5 – #8
Key #5 : Single paddle key by Mike G0ISO

Key #6 : Dual paddle key by Mike G0ISO

Key #7 : Dual paddle key by
Richard G0ILN

Key #8 : Dual paddle touch key by
Paul G3ZCU

Homebrew Keys #9 – #13

Key #9 :
Straight key by
John GM4GZQ

Key #10 : Single paddle key by
David G4YVM

Key #11 : Dual
paddle key by
David G4YVM

Key #12 :
Dual paddle key by
Tony
G0PEH

Key #13 : Straight key by
Robert GSWL15

Homebrew Keys #14 – #19

Key #14 :
Dual
straight key
by Robert
GSWL15

Key #15 : Sideswiper key by Robert GSWL15

Key #16 : Straight key by Adrian G4GDR

Key #18 : Straight touch key by Norman G0ASP

Key #17 : Sideswiper
key by Barrie G4OKB

Key #19 : Dual paddle key
by Mike G0ISO

type plug-in wire fuse with substituted screws of appropriate length. The two
screws just slide in the holes and I have put stop nuts on the back of them so I
can easily adjust the centring of the arm. The tension is not adjustable and
must be found by trial and error, i.e. snipping the springs until it’s right. Although this key works, it is not to be recommended because of its poor design
and it needs some improvements to be okay. It was only included for the sake
of interest and I would not recommend copying it.
Key #6 : Dual paddle key by Mike G0ISO
This key was made with 2 micro switches that I salvaged
from an old VHS video recorder. I ‘Evo-Stiked’ them to the
wooden centre post. The arms are hacksaw blades and the
two posts at the rear are small bore gas pipe; they could be
anything, not necessary metal—dowel or any other piece of wood or plastic. I
then drilled a hole to the base of the centre post and fed the connecting wire
through. I made the two rear posts a tight fit so I could rotate them for adjustment of the switch space.
This was a very easy key to make—took me 2.5 hours and works very well. I
had an on-air QSO with it this afternoon and had good reports. If you were just
starting on CW and didn’t want to spend £100 to find out if you liked a keyer,
this would be the one to build; again, cost zero.
John M0CDL: Easily put together and recycling the micro switches.
Key #7 : Dual paddle key by Richard G0ILN
This is not a gimmick but a fully adjustable iambic
key based on a 13 Amp mains plug with relay points
for contacts. The arms are nail files from Boots at an
extortionate £1.80 each, but they worked out rather well
as they had moulded plastic handles, which were a bonus design feature!
When all the drilling was completed, the plug’s pins were glued in place with a
drop of Loctite. Of course being a standard plug, all the wiring is easily secured.
The 13 Amp fuse is a bit of an overkill!
I moulded the base from lead, giving an all-up weight of 730 grams (1lb 9oz).
Chris G5VZ: I think the “WT 13AMP” is far and away the most spirited entry. It
has humour as well as innovation. Plus the dedication involved in moulding a
lead base.
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Mark M0BLT: It really is in the spirit of things and yet looks really good! Really is
made of parts you find around the home!
John M0CDL: I think this is brilliant; easily put together and also recycling to extremes!
Key #8 : Dual paddle touch key by Paul G3ZCU
A homebrew Touch Paddle. I designed this iambic touch
paddle about two years ago. On the right is a photo of the
finished article. As you can see, it’s expertly fitted into a
plastic box by crudely filing a couple of slots in the front
panel.
Key aficionados may recognise the aluminium finger plates in the photo as coming from a fine high-end Italian paddle. The spooky thing is that I can send just
as well with this touch paddle as with that high-end one, though I must admit
my ABS box doesn't look anywhere near as pretty as the gold-plated metal on
the posh Italian key.
The paddle uses a pair of Atmel chips which are designed to detect near proximity or touch, making them an ideal choice for a paddle. They cost the princely
sum of 55p + VAT each at the time. The price of the finished paddle was under
£10; the cost was on my time rather than my pocket. As the chip is only available in a surface mount package, I decided to use surface mount components
throughout. Page 32 has a picture of the finished PCB I designed for the electronics. You can tell it was my first attempt at a surface mount PCB design—
just look at all that empty space!
I expect the question most readers would like to know the answer to is “How
well does it work?” The answer is ‘surprisingly well’. I filmed a short video for a
few pals shortly after soldering the components onto the board. The finger
pieces were just two lengths of stout wire protruding from the PCB. Not wanting to make the test too easy, I handicapped myself further by wearing a washing-up glove on my keying hand to highlight the unit’s sensitivity. I then dashed
off a “quick brown fox” at 30wpm. Perhaps “best bent wire” would have been
more appropriate. Either way, while I’m no CW superman, I was impressed by
the responsiveness of the Atmel chips.
The finished paddle is as effortless to use as you’d expect. However, there’s no
hiding place with this paddle; you can’t blame your errors on a dirty contact or a
poorly adjusted setting as there aren’t any. Oh, by the way, in case you’re wonPage 36 Key Note Autumn 2013

dering: wearing a bright yellow Marigold glove when in use is optional!
Key #9 : Straight key by John GM4GZQ
This small key was home-made by me in the early
1990s from plastic and printed circuit board off-cuts.
It is very light and, in use, needs to be stuck down with
Blu Tack or similar.
The base is approximately 10cm x 6.5cm and is 7mm thick and made from a
Perspex off-cut that I had to hand. The arm is made of single-sided fibreglass
PCB material and is 2.75 cm wide for most of its length and 4.6 cm where it’s
attached to the “bridge”, which is another piece of the Perspex. There’s nothing critical about any of this—I simply used what was available at the time.
The hardware is a mixture of M3 and M4 nuts and bolts.
The fixed contact in the base is an M4 screw with the head ground down to remove the slot. The moving contact is another M4 screw mounted in an M4 nut
soldered beneath the arm and a locknut on top so that it can be adjusted. The
end of the moving contact is rounded to accommodate the change in angle as
the tension is adjusted.
The tension is provided by the springiness of the arm itself, which is simply
screwed downwards towards the base until the tension is right and the gap is
then adjusted. The gap and tension adjustments are interdependent but that is
an acceptable compromise for what is a simple key which works well in practice
and has been used on the air at speeds up to 25wpm. It would have been possible to make the tension arrangement differently so that it was independent of
the gap setting, possibly with a spring under the arm, but I felt that was an unnecessary complication.
Mark M0BLT: It looks quite eye-catching and yet such a simple design!
Bill G0JWB: It has sheer simplicity.
David G3SCD/VK3DBD: I eventually decided that this quite smart looking
straight key was my first choice. Although very simple, it is no ugly duckling:
clean and simple lines and without a doubt would be easy to use, having enough
basic adjustments to suit most ops.
The materials cost virtually nil and the effort to make it could hardly be easier.
I would be quick to add a heavier base, but as the builder suggests, Blu Tack can
be a quick-fix substitute.
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Key #10 : Single paddle key by David G4YVM
This a very crude and simple device—a junior hacksaw blade
buried in a block of wood.
The finger paddle is a guitar pick and the base is a pair of
Perspex disks I had lying around. I don’t know what it cost, but about ten pence
I should think!
In fact, rough as it is, it works surprisingly well and has a nice soft action with
zero backlash. It’s a key of choice for FT817 /P work.
Mark M0BLT: It may look crude according to the constructor but I like the way
it’s been “cobbled” together to produce a working piece of equipment! I love
the “gaffer” tape holding bits together. It seems to say to me “I’m desperate to
get on-air a.s.a.p.; what can I knock together to allow me to do it?”
Key #11 : Dual paddle key by David G4YVM
This key is a two lever paddle. Guitar picks form the finger
paddles.
This is a design I found in an old Morsum Magnificat magazine and is a few pieces of aluminium angle and some M4
bolts, all bolted to a piece of 5mm phenol (doesn’t half smell when you saw
it!) The paddle arms are pieces of copper clad board.
This key took much effort to make but it was fun making it. The chief cost of
this I suppose was the aluminium angle which must have cost me something at
some point.
Key #12 : Dual paddle key by Tony G0PEH
Firstly, why did I call it the Perseus key? Well, a lot of the
material I used for its construction was 6mm Perspex
sheet, hence the name I adopted. Note that some was
clear and some was a smoky blue—just what was to hand
in the shack.
Secondly, I should say that after using a Vibroplex key belonging to Mike G4VEC,
I liked its action using magnets to control the spring tension of the paddles.
With that in mind, when replacing a small armature in our pond pump, I found
that the one I removed was very magnetic. This started me thinking of how I
could use this in a homebrew key. To make this usable, I first drilled out the
plastic centre which carried the pond pump impeller.
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If you now look at the top view photograph (page 33), you will see that the tubular magnet is mounted centrally and horizontal at the centre on a piece of
25.3 mm wide aluminium channel using two long 4 mm screws and nuts.
This channel / magnet combination is mounted on a piece of 6 mm Perspex cut
to 100 mm x 85 mm.
Each paddle is also made of 6 mm Perspex and has a large headed 4mm screw
adjacent the magnet. This is attracted by said magnet to keep the paddles in
the rest position against that short piece of channel.
The actual paddle arm / finger plate combo arm is held together with two long
pop rivets; this not only holds the GPO relay but also gives a 12 mm width to
allow for a 4 mm hole for the fulcrum pin.
Each paddle has a finger rescued from a large GPO-type relay along the side
with its contact at the business end. The contact on this lines up with a second
contact soldered to the end of a 4mm screw to adjust the working gap held in
those black pieces, also of the same aluminium channel.
These are affixed to the top Perspex layer with a 4 mm screw which holds them
in place and provides the means of connecting the wires beneath for dit and
dah wires. The two fulcrum screws connect together underneath for ground
wire using a small piece of brass shim cut to shape.
To carry the connection from the paddle finger to the fulcrum pin of each paddle, I used the very small copper braid. (In fact this braid is solder wick which is
ideal.) This pin gives the cable connection beneath the top Perspex layer.
The second Perspex layer below this has its centre part removed to accommodate the connections for the wiring. This layer also has tapped holes of 4 mm,
two at each corner.
Four holes hold the top Perspex on the paddle gear. The other four holes,
which are offset to the top screws, hold the rest of the base plates using countersunk screws from underneath.
To complete the base and to make it heavy and to give good stability, I used 3rd
and 4th layers of sheet lead, and the final layer is sheet aluminium for strength.
To give a good finish, I filed each side to even them up before spraying them
black and affixing rubber feet.
On test the first time using my favourite QRP rig, I worked a DL9 and a FISTS
member followed by a QSO with an F5 who was a GQRP member, so well
pleased with that as you can imagine.
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David G3SCD/VK3DBD: This dual paddle, made mainly of Perspex, also uses
nearly all scrap material and the designer remembered too that a heavy base is
seldom a bad thing. Using a “re-cycled” magnet in tubular form adds an unusual feature, but it does not appear to have any adjustment for tension, often
an important factor.
All in, the builder has created a quite acceptable looking instrument which I
imagine works well too. There is nothing new about the principle, but those
who use paddles will be aware that minor changes can alter the feel to a considerable extent.
Key #13 : Straight key by Robert GSWL15
The cost of this key could be reckoned in pence rather than
pounds. A few wood screws, two small tension springs, five
drawing pins, and a small furniture knob from B&Q.
I think of it as my “garden gate” key because, like a gate, the pivot is furthest
from the handle. It’s very small—the overall length is 4½ inches.
There are no bearings; the arm is drilled 6mm diameter to match the axle. You
can’t get at the contact screw to adjust the gap, but you can do that with the
stop screw.
And it sends nice Morse.
John M0CDL: I love this key! It’s just what it is, no more no less! Very easy to
put together; you could make a really nice key with different types of wood—a
nice mahogany base and a lighter soft wood arm.
Key #14 : Dual straight key by Robert GSWL15
This “double-barrelled” one is something I dreamed up as
an alternative to a sideswiper. You operate it with your
first and second fingers, and it seems to suggest automatically which finger to start each letter with. For instance, “V” comes off better with 2121 than with 1212.
This has got a 6mm diameter axle. The arms are fitted with mild steel press-fit
bushes which a friend made for me. Everything else is just “bits and pieces”.
The finger pads are tap washers in, I think, Neoprene.
This key goes well but it does need a lot of practice. The secret is keeping your
fingertips on the pads and not up in the air. (If you play a brass instrument,
you’ll know what I mean.)
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If you get exasperated, you can use either of the key’s arms, or both together,
as a straight key.
Key #15 : Sideswiper key by Robert GSWL15
This sideswiper has a very light touch and it goes very fast
indeed for a home-brewed job. The total movement at
the finger-pads is one millimetre. The movement at the
far end is greater, of course, due to the extra length, and this ensures that the
two long tension springs can put this key into neutral immediately and positively.
The arm runs on two ball bearings. The 13mm one at the top was given to me,
and the ³⁄₄ inch diameter one at the bottom is a relic from my working days (21
years ago). A 6mm bolt runs in the bearings with the arm secured to it by nuts
and washers.
The two contacts are merely elongated U-shaped pieces of copper wire, contacting a thin piece of sheet-metal folded over the arm. The base plate is from
an MFJ practice set, oscillator, and low-priced key.
Key #16 : Straight key by Adrian G4GDR
Having finished a one-valve receiver and a one-valve transmitter, I decided to make to a miniature Morse key to complete the set-up.
The key is based on an old FT243 crystal holder with the pins cut off. The space
where the crystal fitted holds the spring for the key return (Figure 1).
Taking a short length of brass rod, a small
strip of thin brass is brazed/soldered into a
slot cut into the end (Figure 2).
Two pillars were mounted on the end of the
FT243 crystal holder and the arm was fitted
as per Figure 3 (next page).
Lastly, a small knob was made to fit and
painted black. Finally, the assembly was
fitted on a small wooden base as per the
photographs, and a lead attached.
The final outcome is a key which is all from
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Figure 1

Figure 2

the Junk Box, cost = nothing, and
has given hundreds of contacts on
the one valve TX/RX set-up. The
idea of the one valve TX and one
valve RX is to simulate a 1930s
Figure 3
station but using valves from the
1980s. All around Europe has been worked on this set-up on 80 metres.
Key #17 : Sideswiper key by Barrie G4OKB
This “Cootie” (sideswiper) key I made from a block of
wood, a piece of flattened 15mm copper pipe, half a
hacksaw blade and a couple of brass bolts.
The block was cut to shape, then a saw cut was made halfway
through to slot in the blade.
The blade had solder blobs on each side which were flattened off to become
the contact points for the brass screws. The paddle (a piece of apple wood
from a tree pruning) was attached with a dowel through the end of the blade
where there is a hole. A wire was soldered to the end and fed through the
block to the choc. block.
The copper pipe was flattened and made into a “U” shape and fed through the
block (a line of fine drilled holes helped to make the slots). I soldered a wire to
one end on the underside and fed it along a groove to the choc. block.
Two holes were drilled either side for the brass contacts. By drilling a slightly
undersized hole, the bolts made their own thread into the copper. This allowed
for adjustment of the contact points, and the locking nuts prevented any movement when operating.
The distance from the secured blade to the copper determined the flexibility of
the blade.
I attached a separate panel of wood on the underside to cover the wiring and
secured the whole thing to a heavy base. I used an old kitchen tile, but a heavy
piece of slate would be even better.
Wood filler was used to fill in the saw cut that was made for the blade.
I attach the key to the terminals on my Kent Morse key so that I can use either
without swapping plugs.
Bill G0JWB: A simple to construct key with pleasing looks.
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David G3SCD/VK3DBD: A very simple and stylish-looking design made from virtually bits of scrap. Having never even used a Cootie key, it is hard to imagine
how well this would work; I expect the heavy base described would benefit. But
that goes for almost every key there is.
Key #18 : Straight touch key by Norman G0ASP
The key was based on an article in the GQRP Sprat journal 153,
Winter 2012, by Andy G0FTD, which he called “Finger Bob
Touch Activated Straight Key”.
It is constructed on a piece of veroboard using 2 transistors, a 5
Volt relay, and a 9 Volt battery; see the circuit diagram. The transistors are a
2N2222 and a BC108. I used a heavier than normal 9V battery to give the key
stability, but it was not really necessary as it works fine—there is little pressure
required.
Just tap your finger across the two
terminals and the moisture of it
turns on BC108, which is enough
to switch the 2N2222, thus operating the relay. The relay’s contacts key the rig.
This is so simple to construct at
minimal cost—less than £5 including enclosure—and is so handy for
portable, mobile (e.g. strapped to
leg) or for a disabled person to
use.
Many thanks to Andy from Circuit Exchange International
www.zen22142.zen.co.uk for giving us permission to reproduce the Water Activated Relay circuit.
Key #19 : Dual paddle key by Mike G0ISO
Here is another junk box key. The base was once part of a
Harvester Salad Cart, the brass strip was cut from an old door
kicker, the gap assembly at the back is a mutilated ceramic
fuse (old type with fuse wire), and the tension screws are
from plaster board fixings:
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I cut the bottom off with the threaded portion and that serves as a cup for the
spring and also for adjustment. The two spacer posts are tape guides from a
VHS video recorder as are the arm pivot posts. I have mounted them on the
paddle arms by soldering two hex heads from brass bolts on to the arms and
drilling a hole for them to sit on. Perspex finger pieces are the remains of the
spark guard from my grinder. The cable used to be a Virgin Atlantic headphone
cable. Screws and other bits and pieces from the junk box—cost zero as always!
Many thanks to the entrants and a vote of thanks to our team of judges:
Chris G5VZ, Mark M0BLT, John M0CDL, Rob M0BPT, Bill G0JWB, &
David G3SCD/VK3DBD.

New product: OpenQRP 40m CW Transceiver Kit
The OpenQRP 40m CW Transceiver provides around 6 to 8 Watts output at
13.5 V on 7 MHz. It includes an LCD display, CW decoder, memory keyer, and
has 400 Hz IF selectivity. The processor is based on Arduino technology, allowing experimentation with the firmware. It is designed by Steve Elliott, K1EL,
well known for his WinKeyer family of keyers.
 Single Band : 40 meters
 Tuning range: 60 kHz minimum via varac-

tor diode
 Tuning Control 10 k 10 turn potentiometer
 Receiver Incremental Tuning, Fine Tune

Option
 Mode: CW only
 Four crystal IF filter with 690 Hz centre fre-

quency
 IF Selectivity: 400 Hz
 4 pole audio active bandpass filter
 Receive current: Active: 50 mA.






No signal: 30 mA
Transmitter: Final Amplifier IRF510 MOSFET, 6-8 Watts output at 13.5 Volts
Transmitter current: 1.100 A (40m) at 8 Watts.
CPU: ATmega168 @ 16.384 MHz based on Arduino microcontroller platform
Open source software, written entirely in ‘C’
In-circuit programming (ICSP)
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 5 to 55 wpm internal iambic keyer,









Iambic A and B, keyer emulation
modes
Six message memory slots and six
Pushbutton inputs
16 character by 2 line LCD display
Frequency readout 100 Hz resolution
Relative signal strength indicator
Built in CW decoder
Power supply voltage readout
Front panel controls: Tune, RIT, and
RF gain

 On board trimmers: AF gain trim,

LCD Contrast trim, Tx Drive adjust
 Coax 50 Ohm output, modular BNC

jack
 1/8” Jack inputs for Iambic Paddle






and Audio output (stereo headphones)
2.5mm Power Supply jack
PC Board Size: 4.5” wide X 5.0”
deep
Painted Aluminium Enclosure
Power supply voltage: 9 Volts minimum, 16 Volts maximum.

Online Support Group: tinyurl.com/oqrpspt
Suppliers:
Kanga Products (UK) at £89 (GBP) excluding delivery.
Website: www.kanga-products.co.uk
Contact: tinyurl.com/kangac
Telephone (Land line): +44 (0)1942 887155 Mobile: +44 (0)7715 748 493
Address: 142 Tyldesley Road, Atherton, M46 9AB, United Kingdom
OpenQRP.com (USA), delivery only to USA & Canada at the time of writing, at
$150.00 plus $10.00 shipping (USD).
Website: openqrp.com
Email: dean@alpinesoft.com

New product: ‘The Hulk’ Iambic Paddle from N3ZN
N3ZN Keys has introduced a
new iambic paddle, the ZN-9H
“The Hulk” (with a weight of 4
pounds, 5 ounces). The CNCed
steel base is 1" thick x 3½"
wide x 4" deep. The
fingerpieces are available in
red, blue, or black carbon fiber.

‘The Hulk’. Left: Forest Green Textured Base with
Black bearing plates and posts, black carbon fiber
fingerpieces. Right: Black Textured finish.

At the time of writing, the price
is $365.00 (USD) excluding delivery.
Website: n3znkeys.com

Contact: n3znkeys.com/contactus
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Signal Reports

Bill G4WJM, #9841

Is it just me, or have any other FISTS members noticed an increase in the number of incorrect RST reports? By “incorrect” I mean untrue or unhelpful.
I wonder if this has come about
due to a decline in the number of
home brewers, and a lack of realising the reasoning behind the
original creation of the Readability
-Strength-Tone code?
The reason I make the case for the
home-brewing fraternity is because, after sweating over a hot
soldering iron and at last getting
your pride and joy on the air, it is
of no help if you get a report of
599 if in fact you have a serious
problem with your transmitter
and are left blissfully unaware of
something like serious drift or key
clicks that need sorting.

RST Code
Readability
1 Unreadable
2 Barely readable, occasional words only
3 Readable with considerable difficulty
4 Readable with practically no difficulty
5 Perfectly readable
Strength
1 Faint, barely perceptible
2 Very weak signals
3 Weak signals
4 Fair signals
5 Fairly good signals
6 Good signals
7 Moderately strong signals
8 Strong signals
9 Extremely strong signals

Tone
1 Extremely rough hissing note
I realise that some people may
2 Very rough ac note, no trace of musicality
feel reluctant or embarrassed to
3 Rough, low-pitched ac note, slightly musical
give a true report, because sadly
4 Rather rough ac note, moderately musical
there are some people who take it 5 Musically modulated note
as criticism rather than helpful
6 Modulated note, slight trace of whistle
advice, but this culture needs ad- 7 Near dc note, smooth ripple
dressing. So, if you hear me with 8 Good dc note, just a trace of ripple
9 Purest dc note
a problem with one of my rigs,
Optional Suffix
please be honest and give me
C Chirp
RST 477/QRH or whatever, and I
K Key clicks
for one will be pleasantly surprised and respond constructively. X Stable signal (“crystal-controlled”). Rarely
used; dates back to when most signals drifted.
Whilst I’m on my soapbox, hands
up anyone who
QRH Does my frequency vary? Your frequency varies.
doesn’t QRS or QSZ QRS Shall I send more slowly? Send more slowly (… wpm).
in response to an
I send each word or Send each word or group twice
RST of say 339? HI QSZ Shall
group more than once? (or … times).
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Telegraphy—the Noble Art of Communication Göran SM0PMJ, #10899
Tap tip tap tip, tap tap tip tap—
onomatopœtically far from the
sound of a telegraph. The long
nail of the father’s right forefinger and index finger, respectively, caused this kind of sound,
when tapping the wooden edge
of his chair—a form of relaxation
when he paused from his writing. His 8 year old son never
paid any special attention to this
somewhat strange form of recreation; the young boy had beFigure 1: Göran SM0PMJ
come used to it after a long time,
knowing that his father in the early 1920s had been employed at the National
Post & Telecom Agency in the town of Helsingborg, southern Sweden. Later on
his father had, however, turned his profession towards economics and devoted
his future career as an economics writer.
Many a time the father had tried to persuade the young boy to embark upon a
study of the Noble Art of Communication—Telegraphy! Thus he had in 1945
donated his old Phillips BC radio to his son. From the outset he had been instrumental in giving all necessary information on how to tune those frequencies
where commercial telegraph stations sent out their messages. Kind of frustrated, he later had noticed that the little boy seemed to prefer listening to foreign broadcast DX-stations rather than to Morse code signals.
Some 38 years later, i.e. in 1983, a special event changed my perspective as regards radio telegraphy—considerably different to the view I once had as an 8
year old boy. One rainy day, my 13 year old son and I visited a book shop. On a
shelf he came across a book written by Kurt Forshaeger, SM6AE/WA6NHW:
“Amateur Radio - the Way to the Amateur Radio Certificate”. He found its contents interesting and decided to buy the book.
At home he spent a certain amount of time studying the book. Some days later
he told me that Morse code indeed was a fascinating mode of communication.
“How about you, Dad, would you like to study the Morse code?” I got a flash:
my father’s desire in 1945 was now repeated in 1983 by my son! That moment
made an immense impact on me, and as a consequence, I decided to make a
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telephone call to the National Post & Telecom Agency asking for information
how to acquire knowledge of Morse code. The lady I came into contact with
was very helpful and recommended I make contact with a military telegraph
teacher she happened to know, an officer with the callsign SM5BFC, Kjell.
After a fruitful discussion with Kjell on “600 Ohm”, I was invited to his military
company office, where he later handed over some 60 cassette tapes containing
those Morse code exercises he used in his lectures. After some very intensive
months of studies using the Koch method with a character speed set to 16 wpm
and a word speed to 12 wpm, in 1984 I sent a letter to the National Post & Telecom Agency asking for an examination date. I was informed the examination
would take place on July 12th, and my examiner was SM0BYG, Lars-Anders, a
well-known professional Naval telegraphist.
On the day, SM0BYG welcomed me and asked me to have a nice cup of coffee
and handed over a text meant for my warming-up exercise. He told me that in
the meantime he had to devote a few minutes to some current office issues.
He went back to his room located some 10 meters away from where I was sitting. He left his door wide open and I hoped that he would not be able to hear
my very first tentative sending exercise on my pump key. To my great relief, I
noticed that all my nervousness had disappeared and the exercise went
smoothly. Suddenly I found my examiner standing just a few meters in front of
me. “You do not have to send any more. You see, I deceived you. The text I
handed over to you was actually the sending
examination itself.”
After that the reception exercise followed and
fortunately there were no problems for me
receiving the text. After the examination dealing with electronic theory, I was told the licence would be posted as soon as possible by
the telegraph authorities.

Figure 2: Kent Dual Paddle Key

Many years of
CW activity followed (Figure 1). New keys were
ordered (Figures 2 and 3) as a complement to my
hand pump key (Figure 4).
After quite a number of years, in fact after some
20 years (!), I felt one day a need to belong to an
international organisation specialising in the
Figure 3: Kent Single Paddle Key
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preservation of the Mode code. So,
at the start of 2006, I sent an email to
the founder of FISTS, G3ZQS Geo (SK),
applying for FISTS membership. After
some time Geo replied as follows:
“Sri, I am playing catch-up with over
900 emails … Your FISTS number
10899. Cert. asap though am still very unwell. 73 de Geo”.
In March 18th 2006 my FISTS member certificate arrived with Geo’s signature
on (Figure 5). At that time I didn’t fully appreciate the significance of Geo mentioning in his email: “…though am still very unwell…” until one day WZ8C, Nancy
informed me that my certificate was the very last Geo ever signed. He had left
our Earth on April 25th 2006 and was now resting in peace in the Holy Realm.
Nancy’s email evokes, needless to
say, memories of strong feelings…
Figure 4: Swedish Straight Key

Becoming, and being, a member of
the FISTS society have meant very
much indeed for me. I am happy to
have my FISTS Century Award certificate on my wall together with my
Membership certificate. The little
boy, once not very keen on following his father’s desire, later grew up,
and, thanks to FISTS, became more Figure 5: The last certificate signed by G3ZQS
and more fascinated by telegraphy.
In the FISTS society I have met true friends of Telegraphy—the Noble Art of
Communication.

New products: Stands and Rest from W1SFR
Steve Roberts W1SFR is offering
a number of QRP/CW-related
items for sale.
KX3/KX1 Helpers: One thing
many of us wish was different
about the KX3 is the angle of
Left: KX3PDHelper. Right: KX3Helper.
view provided by the stock legs.
I wanted something to prop my rig up so I had more of a “straight-on” view of
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the display. After a lot of design trials and construction systems, I’ve come up
with something that’s simple, elegant, inexpensive and most importantly … useful. It’s flexible, durable, weighs next to nothing (only 1 oz!) and most of all it
stays put. I call it the KX3Helper. It props up the radio just enough so you have
a clear read of the area above the VFO knob. And with the non-slip foam
wrapped all around, you’ll be surprised how it “sticks” to a surface even when
you poke at the buttons. The KXP3PDHelper is for use with KXPD3 or KXPD1
paddles attached to the radio.
The KX3Helper (no paddle version) is $15.95 (USD).
The KX3PDHelper (paddle version) is $18.95 (USD).
QRPad: All the QRP rigs with front facing controls are
great, but I have issues with viewing the frequency
display as well as control knobs. If you’re like me,
you’re always looking for something handy to put under the rig to get the face off the surface of your desk.
The QRPad solves that problem. It’s covered with a
non slip foam material so it stays where you put it and
the rig doesn’t slide around while operating.
Use two together and stack your rig and frequency
counter or other rigs!
Hand cut and glued. Core foam is high density polyethylene and extremely rugged. It will not dent like other foams, and will hold
its shape forever.
Size is 5.75" x 5.75" x 2.25". The QRPad is $12.95 (USD).
FistRest: I have had carpel tunnel on both hands and
it wasn’t, and isn’t, any fun, especially if you’re crazy
for CW like I am. I wanted a simple hand/wrist rest
to use in front of my rig, key and mouse. With this
simple 4" x 6" piece of ⅜" neoprene covered with
FistRest shown with the
non-slip foam, it’s just enough to make operation
bottom,
non-slip side up
much more comfortable. I find that it’s very useful
when tuning as well and gives me something to rest my hand/wrist/elbow on
while trying to get that DX station to give me a break. Hi Hi. I also have one at
my computer in front of my mouse. Weight: 0.6 oz. The FistRest is $4.95 (USD).
Steve Roberts, 2094 RT 73 E, Sudbury, VT 05733, USA.
Website: kx3helper.com
Email: w1sfr.qrp@gmail.com
Phone: (USA) (802) 779-7489
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New products: QRP Radio Stands from SOTAbeams
SOTAbeams (Richard G3CWI) has a new range of Perspex stands for QRP radios.

K1 Stand

FT-817 Stand

X1M Stand

The customised FT-817, K1, and X1M stands are cut and engraved using an industrial laser. The callsign is then hand-filled in Cadmium Yellow Deep Hue
acrylic paint, using a top quality A-grade paint from Winsor and Newton. They
are designed to allow the rear connector to be used properly.
The FT-817 stand includes a laser cut backstop, rubber stoppers to keep the FT-817 in place and cable
routing under stand for CW paddle cable.
There is a non-customised stand available for the KX1,
HB-1A, HB-1B, and R4020.

KX1, HB-1x, R4020 Stand

A customised KX3 stand is available.
Features:
 Uses the legs of the KX3 to hold it firmly in

place on the desk-stand—will not slide off
 Lay flat design allows easy storage and trans






port—just like the KX3
Laser-cut out of Perspex
Designed to allow full use of your KX3
Adjustable angle
Available in orange, red or black
Non-slip feet (not shown in photo)
Cut-outs front and rear allow cables to pass
neatly under the desk-stand

KX3 Stand

SOTA beams, 89 Victoria Road, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK10 3JA. UK
Website: www.sotabeams.co.uk Email: richard@sotabeams.co.uk
Telephone: (UK) 07976 688359
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New product: EZKeyer 2 Kit from Four State QRP Group
The Four State QRP Group is pleased to announce the availability of a new kit.
Building on the very popular EZKeyer, the new and capable EZKeyer 2 Morse
Code keyer has some additional features—a beautiful blue, easy building enclosure, new PIC microcontroller, larger message memories, additional commands,
new printed circuit board layout, and large panel mount push button switches
for easy assembly and use. All connectors and switches are board mounted,
making the keyer completely self contained on the board. No external parts or
wires are required (excepting battery leads). Cost is $30 (USD).
It has many of the features of a high end keyer while remaining very user
friendly. The PIC chips have been programmed by Craig Johnson, AAØZZ, of PIC
-EL fame, and the commands are entered directly with the paddles rather than
scrolling through menus. Overall dimensions of only 4" x 2.5" x 1.38".
Specifications and Design Features:
 Beautiful blue silk screened and easy
building PCB enclosure with command
list silk screened on bottom of enclosure
 New Delay and Repeat (D) command
especially for Contesters, Beaconeers
and QRPers.
 Three easy-to-use memories, two with 47 character capacity and one with
79, stored in non-volatile memory (EEPROM).
 Three high quality, full size, panel mount (top cover) pushbuttons.
 5-55 wpm speed range.
 Iambic A or B, straight (Cootie) key, and Bug modes.
 Sequenced Mute Line (Goes low for receiver mute or T/R switch).
 Speed and operating modes stored in non-volatile memory (EEPROM).
 Speed entered by command or easily changed on-the-fly via the paddles.
 Tune Mode.
 Very long (essentially shelf) battery life—no power switch required.
 Operating voltage 3-5 Volts; 3 AAA alkaline batteries are ideal.
 Low power—1mA active and 1μA in sleep mode.
 600 Hz sidetone (may be turned off).
 Autospacing between characters (may be turned off).
 Dash/Dot paddle swap command.
 Keyed line goes low when active.
Four State QRP Group www.4sqrp.com

Email: inquiries@4sqrp.com
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New product: Rebel Model 506 Open Source QRP CW Transceiver
The TEN-TEC Rebel model 506 transceiver is designed with the purpose of providing Ham Radio operators a platform for developing and writing code using
the open-source Arduino programming environment. It is a factory built CW
QRP radio with a Chip Kit Uno 32 Arduino compatible processing unit that holds
the operating program. The radio is provided with programming for basic operating functions that allow it to be used immediately as a basic QRP transceiver.
Additional operating functions can be programmed by the user, either by writing the code or copying/adapting code developed by members of a growing
number of Arduino special interest groups.
Basic features include a 40 & 20 meter QRP transceiver with internal jumpers to
change bands. Full band coverage on both bands. Typical power output will
run 4–5 watts with 13.5 VDC. A drift free operation is achieved through DDS
synthesizer technology. CW sidetone through headphones. Three filter bandwidth choices and three tuning rate adjustments included with the stock program.
Features:














Key Jack: ⅛" Stereo
Power Connector: 2.1 mm coaxial
RF Output Connector: BNC Female
Headphone/Speaker: ⅛" Stereo
Frequency Range: 7.000–7.300 MHz
14.000–14.350 MHz
Antenna Impedance: 50 Ohms
DC Power Requirements: 10–15 VDC
Operating Temperature: 0–50 deg. C
Dimensions (H x W x D): 2.0" x 6.0" x
4.0"
Weight: 1.33 lbs
Construction: Painted steel enclosure
RF Power Output: Approximately 5 Watts at 13.5 VDC, reduced output at
lower voltages
Harmonic & Spurious Output: Meets FCC specifications

Website: tentec.com
E-Mail: sales@tentec.com
Phone: USA (800) 833-7373
Address: 1185 Dolly Parton Parkway, Sevierville, TN 37862 U.S.A
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Review: FT-817 Stand from SOTAbeams

Graham G3ZOD, #8385

For a while, my FT-817 has been propped up with
the front on a small cardboard box and the back
on a DVD case (to raise it up so that the PL259
plugged into the aerial socket wasn’t bearing the
radio’s weight). This doesn’t look too good, and
the radio has a tendency to slip off the box. The
new Customised FT-817 Stand from SOTAbeams
(Richard G3CWI) looked a very nice solution to
my problem and (at the time of writing) at a
FT-817 Stand from SOTAbeams
lower cost than alternatives I have seen.
The stand arrived well-packed and included the stand itself, a back stop, a strip
of edging material, and four adhesive-backed rubber
feet. The stand and back stop are made from glossy
black Perspex and the stand has an engraved,
painted callsign on the front.
To assemble the stand, two small pieces are cut
from the U-shaped edging material and are then glued to the stand’s two front feet to
help prevent slipping (Richard suggests epoxy glue but I
used some PVA and put the FT-817 on the stand while the
glue set). The back stop pushes snugly into the back of
the stand and will not easily fall out. (Although not sugFT-817 Stand assembled
gested in the instructions, if regularly taking the stand
outside the shack, I think it is an idea to glue the back stop in to save having to
hunt for it if it does go astray.) The back stop is well clear of all the sockets on
the back of the radio. The four rubber feet supplied fit on top of the stand—
taking care not to position them at the same places as the FT-817’s own feet if
fitted! Even if the FT-817 does have its own feet fitted,
it’s still useful to fit the supplied feet to the stand because
they are a little higher than the FT-817’s and protect the
stand from being scratched by the radio’s feet.
I’m really pleased with my stand. It’s well thought-out,
FT-817 Stand from rear sturdy, looks terrific, and the price is very reasonable.
FT-817 Stand parts

See page 51 for details of the FT-817 and other QRP CW radio stands from
SOTAbeams.
73 de Graham G3ZOD
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Review: FistRest and QRPad from W1SFR

Frank 2E0YAR, #13227

‘FistRest’ from Steve Roberts W1SFR
One day I was having a grumpy rant about
getting cramp in my wrist after long periods of ‘European’ sending on the key.
Luckily for me I was talking to Steve,
W1SFR, who said something like “Are you
a mouse or a Morse man?!”.

‘FistRest’ in use with Frank’s CT Europe
key from UR5CDX Keys & Paddles
A week later I received a small packet from

the States labelled “Frank ‘mouse’ Lees”. I turned it over and noticed a familiar
callsign on the back; I thought to myself ‘This is going to be a pair of ears isn’t
it?’. I opened the packet to find a foam pad with an anti-slip surface and a foam
wedge with the same type of anti-slip surface (‘QRPad’—see later) on it with a
note that read “Frank, here is something that may ease the wrist cramp … when
you feel it coming on, drop your wrist on to the ‘FistRest’ and try it the ‘US’
way.”
Within 2 minutes I was in the shack down
the bottom end of my garden. I placed
the flat mat on the bench in line with my
Junker key (the closest to hand at the
‘FistRest’ in use with Frank’s Junker key time) and then switched the rig on to test
it out. I tried sending bits from a book for about 5–10 minutes; that is usually
the time it takes for my wrist to pack in on a straight key, but not anymore! My
wrist cramps were gone and have not shown up since!
After that test, I lined up my touch paddle with Steve’s ‘FistRest’ and tried sending with the paddle; it made that even more comfortable as well! The great
thing about this wrist-saving wonder is that you can use it for your PC mouse as
well as your Morse key, and it takes up very little space. The ‘FistRest’ is very
good value for money, so why not give it a whirl? You know you want to …
I sent Steve a ‘thank you’ email later that night and he said that he was going to
make them to order, selling them on his website kx3helper.com, and he also
informed me that he had a few other bits of kit on his site too from the KX3/KX1
stand to his end fed 40-6m antenna, with other stuff in there too!
‘QRPad’ from Steve Roberts W1SFR
In the less grumpy parts of my chat with W1SFR, the conversation turned to
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portable operations. I mentioned that my neck was taking a hammering looking
down at my HB-1B when I
was using it. The wedge of
foam (aka the ‘QRPad’) that
Steve had sent stopped that
straight away.

Frank’s HB-1B on the ‘QRPad’

It is lightweight, easy to chuck into your man pack for a day out in the hills or a
DXpedition to somewhere exotic, and it is as happy on your bench as it is out
and about. It stays put thanks to the double-sided anti-slip surfaces and keeps
your QRP rig where it should be.
The wedge shape makes it easy to store away when not in use. It is also rugged
enough to take the occasional knock, is very well put together and really good
value for money. With the tilt of the pad, your rig sits at an angle that you can
glance at, adjust all the switches and you also have quick access to the wires in
case of bad weather setting in up in the hills!
No neck pains when operating for hours on end and great value for a functional
portable aid for the ‘Captain Scott’ types or the laid back type of ops who like
their shacks.
73 Frank – 2E0YAR, FISTS # 13227.
See page 49 for details of the ‘FistRest’, ‘QRPad’, and other items from W1SFR.

New products: New Keys available from Morse Express
Morse Express are taking pre-orders for their
LT-MX13 2013 Christmas Key, a fully functional
miniature telegraph key made by GHD Telegraph
Key in Sendai City, Japan.
The key is fully adjustable, with precision pin bearings at the trunnion, and it has two miniature binding posts. Its balance is perfect, and lever tension is provided by an unusual but
very effective piston compression spring that is located forward of the trunnion
post. The contacts are hard-silver and the unique and distinctive triangular
base is finished in mirror-polished hard chrome. The knob is hand-turned ebony, and there are three small anti-skid rubber feet on the bottom for stability.
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This year’s key features a triangular base which is specifically designed to distribute the weight and the keying force, providing a stable platform. The 2013
Christmas Key measures 1 ³⁄₁₆ x 2 inches at the base and it weighs just over 2
ounces.
At the time of writing the Morse Express 2013 Christmas Key is $89.95 (USD)
excluding delivery and is available exclusively from Morse Express.
The Schurr MMK has been reincarnated as the
Scheunemann M140 Kleine Handtaste or “Small
Hand Key”. Actually a midsize hand key with a
comfortable and a solid brass base, the Kleine
Handtaste will sit solidly on the desk and provide
hours of comfortable brass-pounding for the discerning operator.
Weight: 16 oz. Size: 4.3"x2"x1.6". At the time of
writing, the price: $209.95 (USD) excluding delivery.
GHD has released a successor to the late lamented
GF601 “Speed Key”, the new GF501A. The GF501A is
a Double-speed Key, Cootie Key, and single lever paddle combined. It has a distinctive “lollypop”
fingerpiece and highly polished chrome base measuring 4" x 3.25" and it weighs in at 2 lb 1 oz.
The price of the GH-GF501A GHD Single Lever Speed Key is $209.95.
Milestone Technologies, 10691 E Bethany Dr, Suite 800, Aurora, CO 80014, USA
Web page: morseexpress.com
Email: admin@mtechnologies.com
Phone (USA): (303) 752-3382
Orders (USA): (800) 238-8205

Brasspounder

Chris G5VZ, #12540, FISTS Activity Manager

Welcome to the Autumn Key Note edition of Brasspounder.
Exchange Your Age Week 2013 Congratulations to the Certificate Winners:
Peter G4LHI (1st place), Phil 2E0DPH (2nd place), and Darren G0OTT (3rd place).
The Ladder and Fifth Sundays still in progress. I look forward to receiving submissions for these and, of course, Straight Key Week, which took place on the
1st–7th December inclusive.
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Callsign
G4LHI
2E0DPH
G0ILN
OH7QR
G0OTT
M0DRK
M5ABN
G3ZOD
G0DDX
M0GGK
G4KLE
G3JRH
M0BUY
EI6KH
F5RPN
G4TRY
G4YVM
G3ZSE
G7DDN
G0HGH
G1RVK
G0RDO

Jan
46
39
15
18
30

MX5IPX1

12

8
19
13

Feb
47
34
23
21
13
16
20
19

Ladder, January - October 2013
Mar
Apr May
Jun
Jul
42
50
19
29
36
41
44
21
31
12
24
22
24
35
24
32
19
16
19
16
22
12
13
17
21
11
12
14
20
10
6
24
13
10
12
12
12
20
17
10
16
13

10
4
6

20
32
8

Sep
40
37
29
21
12
21
30

Oct
20
35
20

28
10

14
18

6

12

33

10

14
8
14
9
9

2
6

8
5

15

9

Exchange Your Age Week 2013
Callsign
Total
G4LHI
8160
2E0DPH
5122
G0OTT
3291
G0ILN
1556
OH7QR
1189
G3ZOD
226
MX5IPX1
GX0IPX1
GX3ZQS1

Aug
45
19
37
29

599
513
274

16

2

Callsign
OH7QR
G4LHI
G0ILN
2E0DPH
G4KLE
G3ZOD
G0OTT
G0DDX
M0DRK

14

8

12

Fifth Sundays 2013
March
June September
165
210
240
95
175
200
195
205
235
220
160
150
115
115

MX5IPX1
1

125

Total
374
313
253
191
131
115
110
99
85
49
47
34
26
23
18
14
14
9
9
8
7
6
88

Total
615
470
400
235
220
160
150
115
115
125

The results for the FISTS club callsigns (GX0IPX, GX3ZQS, and MX5IPX) are included for
interest only; they are not competing as such.
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International Days 2013
Callsign
G4LHI
G0ILN
OH7QR
G3ZOD
GW4GCB
G3JRH
G0OTT
M0DRK

QUA

St David St Patrick St George
23
17

18
21

9
16
15
9
11

10

27
28
20
15
20

Europa

Tynwald

Bastille

13
12
18
12

12

18
12
10

8
2

14
14
10

QUA@fists.co.uk

German
Unity
24
18
7

Total
135
108
63
48
36
29
23
21

Compiled by Graham G3ZOD, #8385

QUA: “Here is news of ... (call sign)”
GW3OQK Andrew writes:
“The last RSGB 3.5 MHz one hour Sprint contest was interesting because of the
QSY rule which says if you called CQ and made a contact, you have to shift off
that freq. for the next QSO. I see the top club station had 8 members. I LIKE a
straight key and paper & pencil log, but I understand contest groups are highly
computerised.”
Andrew associated his entry with “FISTS CW Club” and achieved 27 QSOs, with
a position of 25 out of 41; very respectable.
RSGB contests that have a club element can be entered by members of FISTS
regardless of whether or not they are RSGB members—just specify the club as
‘FISTS CW Club’. For information about RSGB contests, see www.rsgbcc.org.
G3ZRJ Tony sent in this photograph. He
writes:
“The photo is from a very scratched 35mm
slide of ol’ ZRJ back in his seagoing days complete with Grundig Satellit; this RX had saved
the day when the ship nearly sank about a
day beyond Lands End and took on lots of
water in the engine room. The main RX had
failed due to a blown regulator transistor and
no spares. Capt. wanted a link call through to
Lands End Radio (GLD) on 2 MHz. The reserve
set only covered MF, so luckily I had the SSB
adapter for the Grundig and muted the RX by Tony G3ZRJ pictured at sea in 1976
along with Grundig Satellit receiver
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disconnecting the mains to the Grundig via
“rabbits ears” and insulating tape. Did about a
dozen link calls that way!”
Tony also mentioned the huge ATU that he purchased at the Torbay Rally in September:
“The first picture (top left) is of Peter G3JFS (left)
and G3ZRJ (right), both ‘old salts’, with the Navy
ATU at TARS Rally (also pictured top right).
The Navy ATU is a beaut; it turned out that Alan
G3XZX brought it to the TARS Rally. He bought the
ATU at Elvaston Castle Rally in 1975, so it has become a real FISTS ATU.
The pile of aluminium (above) I’ve called
‘Antennas for All Locations’ as per the
book HI. There are two Butternut verticals, two CAPCO mag. loops, a Comet
40/20/15/10m rotatable dipole, a 2m
beam, and three quad spiders
there. I’ve yet to talk my landlord into
letting me erect any of the ‘heavy
metal’—fingers crossed.
Tony G3ZRJ’s current shack
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The shack picture (previous page) shows the recently installed IC746 and MFJ
969C ATU. I’m currently building a high power switched coil ATU to make band
hopping faster on the doublet.
Have just restored a “butchered” KW E-ZEE match; interestingly it will match
80m-10m except 17m—must be a quirk of my doublet and feeder length I
guess?
Mostly operating on 40/60/80m at present. I have a regular sked with Tony
G6GLP on 5262 to help improve his CW sending and receiving speeds; 5 MHz
gives brilliant sigs at a range of about 30 miles whereas 80 and 40 tend to be
very poor in the evenings.”
Thanks to G4BNU Paul for sending in a note that there is an Australian key
manufacturer and supplier Morsekeys.com morsekeys.com run by George
VK2DLF. Our website’s links page fists.co.uk/links.html has a list of suppliers,
and this one is now included.
Key Note readers will be aware that G4YVM David has become an avid constructor. Amongst his latest projects
(right) is the PicoKeyer-Plus kit from HamGadgets (17.99
USD less delivery and taxes). This is the very popular
PicoKeyer kit supplied with a pre-drilled case and all the
mounting hardware. David reports:
“Built and working! A good ten minute build!”

David’s PicoKeyer-Plus
assembled

David was given a big surprise by his son M6YVM Matthew. David writes:
“Chatting to my son today; he’s 14 rising 15, and he’s M6YVM. He says to me:
“I’m doing okay with Morse, I’d struggle to copy 10wpm but I reckon I could
do 8 easy."
Well, I hadn’t appreciated he was even learning it! I sent him stuff at 8 and he
read it. I sent him stuff at 12 and he understood it, so I sent again at 10 and he
got it.
I took him straight to my shack and he worked M6MPC, Mike, then CT4GN!
Knock me down with a feather!
Good old Matthew!”
hamshop.cz: In the “New product” item (Summer 2013 Key
Note, page 35) covering hamshop.cz products, I inadvertently
missed out a variation on the touch paddles. The CW Touch
hamshop.cz touch
paddle module is also available assembled but without the
paddle module
PCB paddles at €8.16 (EUR).
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G3KSU Alan wrote in:
“Just a note to thank you for the latest Key Note which has been instrumental in
saving me the best part of £2,000! I bet that doesn’t happen too often!
I had decided that an Elecraft K3 would be my next acquisition until I came
across G7DDN’s excellent review of ‘The Elecraft K3—Design, Configuration And
Operation’.
Did I really want a Black Box which warranted a 300 page book to explain its
mysteries? No, I did not.
So I’ve decided to stick with my old Ten-Tec 509, bought second-hand in the late
1970’s. It does all that I want with only nine knobs, an analogue dial, an external filter, PSU and ATU. And I know how it works. Not only that, but it’s easy to
repair (not that I’ve ever had to) or modify.
I don’t suppose I could sell it if I tried, but it’s suddenly worth a lot more to me!”
I’m sure Chris didn’t intend to present the K3 as difficult to use; it’s a piece of
cake to operate, with all the necessary controls well thought-out and available
on the front panel—a CW radio designed for CW operators by CW operators.
G7DDN Chris also replies:
“Hi Alan. Thanks for your kind comments on my review. I am glad I have helped
in saving you some cash, though as Graham intimates, I was not expecting a
simple book review to do that! Your TenTec Argonaut 509 is a beautiful piece of
kit and if it is scratching where your Ham Radio itch is, then I wouldn’t consider
swapping.
However, I note your interest is more towards QRP and you wouldn’t have to
spend as much as the £2,000 you mention to get something bang up to date—a
new K3 Kit (QRP version 12 Watts) is around £1,500 from W&S or even better
perhaps, an Elecraft KX3 kit (again 12 Watts) at around £900 would be a much
simpler way of getting into some new technology. I have both and I am always
truly amazed at the clarity of signals from the little KX3, especially the stereo
spread of CW signals by pitch—very helpful on a busy band! Also the KX3 manual is written far more comprehensively that the K3 one, in my opinion.
I wish you well in whatever you choose to do.”
Small Wonder Labs (Dave Benson, K1SWL), supplier of the now famous SW+
series of VFO-control QRP CW transceivers, Rockmite crystal-controlled QRPP
CW transceivers, and other kits, has now closed to allow Dave to better enjoy
his retirement. While he deserves a rest, it’s a sad moment for QRP CW enthusiasts.
However, on a happier note, QRPme qrpme.com in the USA (Rex Harper,
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W1REX) has taken over supplying RockMite kits. He has revised the circuit, including replacing the sole SMD chip with a through-hole component, and has
built the first version. (No photograph available at the time of writing.)
European members might want to hold fire though … Rex reports that Kanga
Products kanga-products.co.uk in the UK (Dennis G6YBC) is going to be supplying RockMite kits too.
The story doesn’t end there, though; a Chinese supplier The Ham QRP DIY Kit Shack
tinyurl.com/hQRPshack is providing what they describe as “Super RM Rock Mite QRP Kit, 40 meter
Ham QRP DIY Kit Shack
band transceiver”. This can achieve up to 8 W at 12
Super RM Rock Mite
Volts and, unusually for a simplistic radio, has a serial port for connecting to a computer, allowing (as far as I can tell—the English
on the website is hard to understand) control over keyer speed, sidetone frequency, pre-programmed messages, and sending by keyboard.
The same company also provides an inexpensive version of the famous minimalistic Pixie transceiver kit, although this time close to
the original design.
Space and time have both run out, so I’ll aim to cover the above
items in more detail in the Winter 2013 Key Note.

Ham QRP
DIY Kit Shack
Pixie

G0DJA Dave commented on the Summer 2013 Key Note’s editorial:
“Just reading Key Note and the section on telephone scams. There have been
discussions about this on various programmes on BBC Radio 4 and it has been
suggested that the telephone companies are going to reduce the time that a
phone line is held on by the caller from several minutes down to a minute,
or even less. So, eventually you will be able to put the phone down, walk
away and then pick the line up without the previous caller still holding the
line open.
However, your point about never giving your personal details is a good one
and it’s a bugbear of mine that banks and credit card companies will ring up
and then want you to go through their security procedures when you have no
way of also verifying that they are who they say they are. I always say
“no” to these one-sided systems and then re-contact the bank or credit card
company much later. More often than not it’s a sales call anyway …”
Finally, on a more cheerful note, Michael G7VJR, who provides Club Log, has
analysed modes of QSOs uploaded to Club Log. It turns out that CW has a
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higher percentage of QSOs than SSB
or combined data modes. The graph
on the right shows the percentages
of QSOs from 1960–2013 (horizontal
axis). CW=salmon, phone=blue, &
data=lime.
73 de QUA@fists.co.uk

Club Sales
Enamelled Club badges
£2 inc. UK delivery

Leather Key Ring
£2 inc. UK delivery

Vinyl car window stickers £1 inc. UK delivery.
Note: these are printed in reverse so they
can be stuck on the inside of a window.

Standard QSL Cards £8.50 for
100 cards inc. UK delivery

FISTS CW Course £3.50 inc. UK delivery / £4.50 inc. delivery to UK & Europe. DX please ask!
The FISTS CW Course is a Morse code training package suitable for
beginners and improvers. It comprises:
 The well-known K7QO course on CD to learn the code (including
files containing the texts sent).
 Two practice CDs made by our own Mary G0NZA, which are great
for people that want to improve from the 12 wpm level.
 An A5 booklet with forty-odd pages that includes all the texts for
Mary’s disks.
This package is a real help to anyone who is learning Morse code and we are very happy
to be able to offer it. (Thanks to Chuck K7QO and Mary G0NZA for allowing FISTS to
produce these disks.)
Ordering Orders for club Items can be paid for by cheque drawn on a UK bank made
out to FISTS or PayPal to sales@fists.co.uk. (For credit or debit card, see the website.)
Please include your name, address and details of what you are ordering !
If sending a cheque, write your member number and callsign on the back.
Anne Webb, 40 Links Road, Penn, Wolverhampton WV4 5RF
sales@fists.co.uk
Tel. +44 (0)1902 338973

